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Abstract

Our thesis is that high compression eciency for text and images can be obtained
by using sophisticated statistical compression techniques, and that greatly increased
speed can be achieved at only a small cost in compression eciency. Our emphasis is
on elegant design and mathematical as well as empirical analysis.
We analyze arithmetic coding as it is commonly implemented and show rigorously
that almost no compression is lost in the implementation. We show that high-eciency
lossless compression of both text and grayscale images can be obtained by using appropriate models in conjunction with arithmetic coding. We introduce a four-component
paradigm for lossless image compression and present two methods that give state of the
art compression eciency. In the text compression area, we give a small improvement
on the preferred method in the literature.
We show that we can often obtain signi cantly improved throughput at the cost
of slightly reduced compression. The extra speed comes from simpli ed coding and
modeling. Coding is simpli ed by using pre x codes when arithmetic coding is not
necessary, and by using a new practical version of arithmetic coding, called quasiarithmetic coding, when the precision of arithmetic coding is needed. We simplify image
modeling by using small prediction contexts and making plausible assumptions about
the distributions of pixel intensity values. For text modeling we use self-organizing-list
heuristics and low-precision statistics.
Index terms : Data compression, analysis of algorithms, arithmetic coding, lossless
image compression, text compression, adaptive modeling.
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VITA

I was born in Bu alo, New York, on February 21, 1950. I received an excellent preparatory school education at the Nichols School of Bu alo, and an excellent undergraduate
education at M.I.T., where, after a few delays, I graduated with a B.S. degree in 1977.
I was employed by Marine Midland Bank in Bu alo for several summers starting
in 1968, and full time starting in 1974. Perhaps surprisingly, it was at Marine Midland
that I rst heard of data compression, in particular the remarkable notion of Hu man
coding. In 1978 I moved to the Washington, D.C., area, became a Christian, and
worked brie y for ADP Network Services. Then I worked for three years at Tracor,
Inc. For a year starting in June 1982 I served as a short-term assistant with Wycli e
Bible Translators and the Summer Institute of Linguistics, based in Dallas, Texas. At
the very beginning of that year I met Alice Mae Batcher, and in July 1983 we were
married, much to my happiness.
From 1984 to 1987 I did compiler work at Microway, Inc., in Plymouth, Massachusetts. Our daughter Ruth Ellen was born in 1985. In 1987 I came to Brown { a
good choice for me since the Computer Science Department at Brown is small enough
that I didn't get lost. Working with Je Vitter, I received the Sc.M. degree in 1989;
later in that year our son Peter was stillborn.
Now in 1993, after seven data compression papers (titles and publication information can be found in the References), I have nally nished my Ph.D. Just seven
days after I handed my dissertation in to the Graduate School, our second daughter,
Melinda Rose, was born!
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PREFACE

This thesis deals with statistical data compression. Since good statistical data compression methods must attend both to the coding process itself (turning events into
bits and back again) and to data modeling (deciding which events are possible and how
likely each one is in a given situation), I address both the coding and the modeling
components of statistical compression, considering both text compression and lossless
image compression. My approach is to show by rigorous proof and by experiment that
particular coding and modeling methods give optimal (or at least good) compression,
and then to show in a similar fashion that sacri cing a small amount of compression
allows much faster processing. Chapter 2 addresses coding issues using this approach,
and Chapters 3 and 4 apply the same approach to image and text modeling respectively.
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INTRODUCTION TO DATA COMPRESSION

D

ata can be compressed whenever some patterns of data symbols are more

likely to occur than others. Shannon [67] showed that for the best possible compression
code (in the sense of minimum average code length), the output length contains a
contribution of ? log2 p bits from the encoding of each symbol whose probability of
occurrence is p. It is possible to use various statistical coding techniques to encode
any le using close-to-optimal code length, given a particular model of the data. It is
desirable to use a good model of the source of the data so that the statistical coder
can work with accurate probabilities. The separation of the compression process into
coding and modeling is due to Rissanen and Langdon [59].
In this chapter we give a brief overview of both modeling and coding. We introduce
arithmetic codes and distinguish them from pre x codes; we describe and mathematically analyze arithmetic codes in more detail in Chapter 2, where we also present
quasi-arithmetic coding, our practical implementation of arithmetic coding. We then
introduce the modeling problem for both grayscale images and text les; practical
modeling methods are presented in Chapter 3 (images) and Chapter 4 (text). We
summarize the contributions of this thesis in Chapter 5.

1.1 Statistical coding
The fundamental problem of lossless compression is to decompose a data set (for example, a text le or a grayscale image) into a sequence of events, then to encode the
events using as few bits as possible. Pre x codes assign a single codeword to each possible event at each point in the coding process. The idea is to assign short codewords
to more probable events and longer codewords to less probable events.
Arithmetic codes, in theory at least, assign one \codeword" to each possible data
set. The codewords consist of half-open subintervals of the half-open unit interval [0; 1),
and are expressed by specifying enough bits to distinguish the nal subinterval from
all other possible nal subintervals. As with pre x codes, shorter codes correspond
to more probable input data sets. In practice, the subinterval is re ned incrementally
1
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using the probabilities of the individual events, with bits being output as soon as they
are known. Arithmetic codes almost always give better compression than pre x codes,
but they lack the direct correspondence between the events in the input data set and
bits or groups of bits in the coded output le.
Shannon [67] showed that for a given set of probabilities P = fp1; . . . ; png, the
optimal expected number of code bits is
n
X
?pi log2 pi ;
i=1

a quantity which he called the entropy of P , usually denoted by H (P ). The goal of
statistical coding procedures is to assign codewords so that ? log2 p bits are output for
an event with probability p; if we can do that, we have an optimal code.

1.2 Modeling
A statistical coder must work in conjunction with a modeler that estimates the probability of each possible event at each point in the coding. The model need not describe
the process that generates the data; it merely has to deterministically provide probability information. The probabilities do not even have to be particularly accurate, but
the more accurate they are, the better the compression will be. If the probabilities
are wildly inaccurate, the le may even be expanded rather than compressed, but the
original data can still be recovered.
Arithmetic coding allows us to compress a le as well as possible for a given model
of the data. To obtain maximum compression of a le, we need both a good model
and an ecient way of representing (or learning) the model. (This is related to Rissanen's minimum description length principle; he has investigated it thoroughly from a
theoretical point of view [56,57,58].)
Most models for text compression involve estimating the probability p of a given
symbol by
of symbol ;
p = totalweight
weight of all symbols

which we can then encode in ? log2 p bits using exact arithmetic coding. The weight
of a symbol is usually based on the number of occurrences of the symbol, either in the
entire le or in a particular context.
To ensure decodability, the encoder is limited to the use of model information that is
available to the decoder. There are no other restrictions on the model; in particular, it
can change as the le is being encoded. In Chapter 4 we describe several typical models
for context-independent text compression. The models can be adaptive (dynamically
estimating the probability of each symbol based on all symbols that precede it), semiadaptive (using a preliminary pass of the input le to gather statistics), or non-adaptive
(using xed probabilities for all les). Non-adaptive models are not very interesting,
since their e ectiveness depends only on how well their probabilities happen to match
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the statistics of the le being encoded; Bell, Cleary, and Witten show that the match
can be arbitrarily bad [4]. In Section 4.1.2 we prove that one simple adaptive model
gives exactly the same code length as a corresponding semi-adaptive decrementing
model.
For both image and text compression, it is possible to use simple models, based
solely on global event counts. To get good compression, however, we need models that
take into account the structure of the data. For images, as we shall see in Chapter 3,
this usually means using the numeric intensity values of nearly pixels to predict the
intensity of each new pixel and using a suitable probability distribution to allow for
noise and variation between regions within the image. For text, the previous letters
form a context, in the manner of a Markov process, as we explain in Chapter 4.

1.3 Thesis
Our thesis is that high compression eciency for text and images can be obtained
by using sophisticated statistical compression techniques, and that greatly increased
speed can be achieved at only a small cost in compression eciency. Our emphasis is
on elegant design and mathematical as well as empirical analysis.
We analyze arithmetic coding as it is commonly implemented and show rigorously
that almost no compression is lost in the implementation. We show that high-eciency
lossless compression of both text and grayscale images can be obtained by using appropriate models in conjunction with arithmetic coding. We introduce a four-component
paradigm for lossless image compression and present two methods that give state of the
art compression eciency. In the text compression area, we give a small improvement
on the preferred method in the literature.
We show that we can often obtain signi cantly improved throughput at the cost
of slightly reduced compression. The extra speed comes from simpli ed coding and
modeling. Coding is simpli ed by using pre x codes when arithmetic coding is not
necessary, and by using a new practical version of arithmetic coding, called quasiarithmetic coding, when the precision of arithmetic coding is needed. We simplify image
modeling, by using small prediction contexts and making plausible assumptions about
the distributions of pixel intensity values. For text modeling we use self-organizing-list
heuristics and low-precision statistics.

1.4 Conventions
We collect here most of the notation used in the remainder of this thesis. We also
introduce a new measure of compression eciency, called compression gain, useful for
comparing compression methods and for discussing the e ects of varying the details of
a single technique.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO DATA COMPRESSION
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1.4.1 Notation

We use the following notation throughout this thesis:

t
l
L
n
k
ai
ci
pi
H (X )
AB

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

length of the uncompressed le, in bytes;
length of the compressed le, in bytes;
length of the compressed le, in bits;
number of symbols in the input alphabet;
number of di erent alphabet symbols that occur in the le;
the ith symbol in the alphabet;
number of occurrences of symbol ai in the le;
cX
i =t (the probability of symbol ai in the le);
i ?xi log2 xi (the entropy implied by distribution X );
A(A + 1)    (A + B ? 1) (the rising factorial function):

In this thesis, results for a \typical" text le refer to a 100;000 byte uncompressed
le that contains 100 di erent alphabet symbols out of a 256-symbol alphabet, i.e.,
t = 100;000, n = 256, and k = 100. We assume 8-bit bytes, and express code lengths
in either bits or bytes depending on the context. In examples we generally show input
symbols in italic type (a, b, c, 0, 1) or sans serif type (EOF, FOUND, NOT-FOUND,
MPS, LPS, IGNORE), and we show output bits in bold face type (0, 1, f, follow).

1.4.2 Compression gain

There is no single accepted method for reporting and comparing compression results.
Several measures are used in the literature (see Table 1.1). All of the existing measures
have two major theoretical shortcomings. First, they all express compression relative
to the original le length. In practical applications this can be useful, but any such
measure fails to discriminate between the e ectiveness of the compression method and
the inherent compressibility of the les. Second, none of the measures are cumulative:
we cannot simply add together modeling and coding e ects, or the e ects of multiple
cascaded compressors.
In [26] we introduce a new measure, which we call compression gain, that is additive
and that can be used to measure compression with respect to any standard. In [29]
we give an improved formulation that uses a more convenient scale; we de ne the
compression gain by
reference size ;
compression gain = 100 log e compressed
(1:1)
size
where the reference size and compressed size are expressed in the same units, usually
either total bytes in the le or average bits per pixel. Compression gain is expressed in
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Measure

Formula

Example

Bits per input symbol (also called
bit rate or average code length)

L
t
t
l
l
t

2:92 bits per pixel

100 loge tl
0
100 loge tH
L
100 loge lJPEG
l

100:9 

Compression ratio
Relative compressed size
Relative compression
Compression gain, relative to
original le
Compression gain, relative to
zero-order entropy
Compression gain, relative to
JPEG lossless mode

t?l
t

2:74 : 1
0:36 or 36%
0:64 or 64%

49:5 
6:1 

Table 1.1: Measures of compression eciency. Our new measure, compression gain, is
illustrated on the last three lines. The original le is t bytes long, the compressed le
is l bytes (L bits) long, and the zero-order entropy of the original le is H0 bits per
input symbol. The examples in the rightmost column are based on using the PPPM
method on Band 3 of the Donaldsonville Landsat Thematic Mapper data set, a typical
image described in Section 3.6. The image consists of t = 262;144 8-bit pixels, and
the compressed le is l = 95;587 bytes long. This image has a zero-order entropy
of H0 = 4:784 bits per pixel (156;776 total bytes). The lossless mode of the JPEG
standard, using two-point prediction, compresses the image to lJPEG = 101;614 bytes.
Note that the compression gain of JPEG lossless mode relative to the original le
(100 loge (262;144=101;614) = 94:8  ) can be obtained by simply subtracting the gain of
PPPM relative to JPEG from the gain of PPPM relative to the original le.
percent log ratio, denoted by the  sign. Since loge (1+ x)  x for small x, a di erence of
any given small percent log ratio means almost the same thing as the same di erence
expressed as an ordinary percentage; since log(A=B ) = ? log(B=A) we can express
the di erence in either direction with no change in its absolute value. For example,
if method A compresses a le to 99 bytes and method B compresses the same le to
101 bytes, we say that method A outcompresses method B by loge (101=99)  2:00007 
or equivalently that method B is 2:00007  worse than method A. Using ordinary
percentages we could say that method A is 2=101  1:980198% better than method B ,
but we would have to say that method B is 2=99  2:020202% worse than method A.
For the reference size we may choose the size of the original le, the size of the

6
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compressed le produced by some standard lossless compression method, or the zeroorder entropy of the le (that is, the entropy calculated from the occurrence counts of
the alphabet symbols within the le). In the remainder of this thesis we express gains
with respect to standard lossless methods: the lossless mode of the JPEG standard for
images and the PPMC method for text les.
The logarithm in Formula 1.1 gives us additivity, so we can simply subtract compression gains to compare any two compression methods. The gain/loss terminology
is natural: larger numbers mean better compression. In addition, coding e ects, often
expressed as percentages of code length, can now be given as losses that can simply
be subtracted from the compression gain of the modeling method. In this form we
can clearly separate coding and modeling, and we can see how tiny the coding e ects
usually are.
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here is a spectrum of statistical coding techniques. At one end of the spectrum,
we have (pure) arithmetic coding, which can handle the probabilities produced by
any model and produce an exactly optimal code; the cost of this exibility is slow
speed because of the exact arithmetic required. At the other end of the spectrum are
Rice codes. They are extremely fast and straightforward to implement in software or
hardware, but their compression performance is limited because they assume that the
model has a probability distribution of a particular form. Rice codes are a special case
of Golomb codes, which in turn are a special case of the widely-known Hu man codes.
Our own quasi-arithmetic codes occupy an interesting place on the spectrum. Originally
designed as a practical implementation of arithmetic coding, they can also be thought of
as an extension of Hu man codes, adding a small amount of state information. Quasiarithmetic codes bridge the gap between the slow, precise arithmetic codes, whose main
feature is the use of essentially continuous probability information, and the much faster
but less exible pre x codes, which use discretized probability information.
In theory, arithmetic coding gives optimal compression: if we have a model that
provides correct probabilities of the events comprising the input data, an arithmetic
coder uses on average the minimum number of bytes to encode the data. In Section 2.1
we describe the arithmetic coding process in detail, and show how we can obtain optimal compression. However, to achieve optimal compression, we must use exact real
arithmetic (or at least exact rational arithmetic if the probabilities are rational). Practical versions of arithmetic coding use xed point approximations to exact arithmetic,
and obtain very nearly optimal compression. Here we show rigorously just how close to
optimal our compression must be; we defer analysis of modeling e ects to Chapter 4.
Arithmetic coding as it is usually implemented is slow because of the multiplications
required. In Section 2.2 we present a new method for approximate arithmetic coding
called quasi-arithmetic coding. The idea is to use low enough precision that we can do
all the arithmetic ahead of time, and store the results in lookup tables. We show how
to construct the tables, and we also prove bounds on the loss of compression eciency.
In an instantaneous code, the decoder knows immediately when a complete symbol
has been received, and does not have to look further to correctly identify the symbol.
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Figure 2.1: Subdivision of the current interval in arithmetic coding based on the probability of the input symbol ai that occurs next.
Instantaneous codes are just those with the pre x property : no code word is a pre x of
another code word [25, pages 53{55]. Coding is simple for an instantaneous code { the
code bits for all events are disjoint and independent. In Section 2.3 we discuss three
methods of coding that produce instantaneous codes, namely Hu man coding, Golomb
coding, and Rice coding. We also present a fast new method for estimating the coding
parameter in Golomb and Rice codes, and prove its e ectiveness. Golomb and Rice
codes are used in Chapters 3 and 4 in designing fast coders for both images and text.
In Section 2.4 we show that in some cases, particularly when compressing images,
we can perform both encoding and decoding in parallel if many processors are available.
Parallel compression and decompression is possible both with pre x codes and with
quasi-arithmetic codes.

2.1 Arithmetic coding
In this section we explain how arithmetic coding works and give implementation details;
our treatment is based on that of Witten, Neal, and Cleary [77]. We point out the
usefulness of binary arithmetic coding, that is, coding with a two-symbol alphabet.
Our focus is on encoding, but the decoding process is similar.

2.1.1 Basic algorithm for arithmetic coding

The algorithm for encoding a le using arithmetic coding works conceptually as follows:
1. We begin with a \current interval" [L; H ) initialized to [0; 1).
2. For each symbol of the le, we perform two steps (see Figure 2.1):
(a) We subdivide the current interval into subintervals, one for each possible
alphabet symbol. The size of a symbol's subinterval is proportional to the
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estimated probability that the symbol will be the next symbol in the le,
according to the model of the input.
(b) We select the subinterval corresponding to the symbol that actually occurs
next in the le, and make it the new current interval.
3. We output enough bits to distinguish the nal current interval from all other
possible nal intervals.
The length of the nal subinterval is clearly equal to the product of the probabilities of
the individual symbols, which is the probability p of the particular sequence of symbols
in the le. The nal step uses almost exactly ? log2 p bits to distinguish the le from
all other possible les. We need some mechanism to indicate the end of the le, either
a special end-of- le symbol coded just once, or some external indication of the le's
length.
In step 2, we need to compute only the subinterval corresponding to the symbol
ai
P
i
?
1
that actually occurs. To do this we need Ptwo cumulative probabilities, PC = k=1 pk
(the \cumulative" probability) and PN = ik=1 pk (the \next cumulative" probability).
The new subinterval is [L + PC (H ? L); L + PN (H ? L)). The need to maintain and
supply cumulative probabilities requires the model to have a complicated data structure; Mo at [44] investigates this problem, and concludes for a multi-symbol alphabet
that binary search trees are about twice as fast as move-to-front lists.
Example 1 : We illustrate a non-adaptive code, encoding the le containing the symbols
bbb using arbitrary xed probability estimates pa = 0:4, pb = 0:5, and pEOF = 0:1.
Encoding proceeds as follows:
Subintervals
Current
Action
Input
Interval
a
b
EOF
[0:0000; 1:0000) Subdivide [0:0000; 0:4000) [0:4000; 0:9000) [0:9000; 1:0000)
b
b
[0:4000; 0:9000) Subdivide [0:4000; 0:6000) [0:6000; 0:8500) [0:8500; 0:9000)
[0:6000; 0:8500) Subdivide [0:6000; 0:7000) [0:7000; 0:8250) [0:8250; 0:8500)
b
[0:7000; 0:8250) Subdivide [0:7000; 0:7500) [0:7500; 0:8125) [0:8125; 0:8250) EOF
[0:8125; 0:8250)
The nal interval is [0:8125; 0:8250), which in binary is approximately
[0:11010 00000; 0:11010 01100). We can uniquely identify this interval by outputting
11010 00. According to the xed model, the probability p of this particular le is
(0:5)3(0:1) = 0:0125 (exactly the size of the nal interval) and the code length (in bits)
should be ? log2 p  6:322. In practice we have to output 7 bits.
2

2.1.2 Implementation details

The basic implementation of arithmetic coding described above has two major diculties: the shrinking current interval requires the use of high precision arithmetic, and no
output is produced until the entire le has been read. The most straightforward solution to both of these problems is to output each leading bit as soon as it is known, and
then to double the length of the current interval so that it re ects only the unknown
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Figure 2.2: Interval expansion process in arithmetic coding. (a) No expansion. (b)
Interval in [0; 1=2). (c) Interval in [1=2; 1). (d) Interval in [1=4; 3=4) (follow-on case).
part of the nal interval. Witten, Neal, and Cleary [77] add a clever mechanism for
preventing the current interval from shrinking too much when the endpoints are close
to 1=2 but straddle 1=2. In that case we do not yet know the next output bit, but we
do know that whatever it is, the following bit will have the opposite value; we merely
keep track of that fact, and expand the current interval symmetrically about 1=2. This
follow-on procedure may be repeated any number of times, so the current interval size
is always longer than 1=4.
Mechanisms for incremental transmission and xed precision arithmetic have been
developed through the years by Pasco [49], Rissanen [60], Rubin [65], Rissanen and
Langdon [61], Guazzo [23], and Witten, Neal, and Cleary [77]. The bit-stung idea of
Langdon and others at IBM that limits the propagation of carries in the additions is
roughly equivalent to the follow-on procedure described above.
We now describe in detail how the coding and interval expansion work. This process
takes place immediately after the selection of the subinterval corresponding to an input
symbol. We repeat the following steps (illustrated schematically in Figure 2.2) as
many times as possible:
a. If the new subinterval is not entirely within one of the intervals [0; 1=2), [1=4; 3=4),
or [1=2; 1), we stop iterating and return.
b. If the new subinterval lies entirely within [0; 1=2), we output 0 and any following 1s
left over from previous symbols; then we double the size of the interval [0; 1=2),
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expanding toward the right.
c. If the new subinterval lies entirely within [1=2; 1), we output 1 and any following 0s
left over from previous symbols; then we double the size of the interval [1=2; 1),
expanding toward the left.
d. If the new subinterval lies entirely within [1=4; 3=4), we keep track of this fact for
future output by incrementing the follow count; then we double the size of the
interval [1=4; 3=4), expanding in both directions away from the midpoint.
Example 2 : We show the details of encoding the same le as in Example 1.
Current
Interval
Action
[0:00; 1:00) Subdivide
[0:40; 0:90) Subdivide
[0:60; 0:85) Output 1
Expand [1=2 ; 1)
[0:20; 0:70) Subdivide
[0:40; 0:65) follow
Expand [1=4 ; 3=4)
[0:30; 0:80) Subdivide
[0:75; 0:80) Output 10
Expand [1=2 ; 1)
[0:50; 0:60) Output 1
Expand [1=2 ; 1)
[0:00; 0:20) Output 0
Expand [0; 1=2 )
[0:00; 0:40) Output 0
Expand [0; 1=2 )
[0:00; 0:80) Output 0

Subintervals

a
b
EOF
Input
[0:00; 0:40) [0:40; 0:90) [0:90; 1:00) b
[0:40; 0:60) [0:60; 0:85) [0:85; 0:90) b
[0:20; 0:40) [0:40; 0:65) [0:65; 0:70)

b

[0:30; 0:50) [0:50; 0:75) [0:75; 0:80) EOF

The \follow" output in the sixth line indicates application of the follow-on procedure:
we keep track of our knowledge that the next output bit will be followed by its opposite;
this \opposite" bit is the 0 output in the ninth line. The encoded le is 11010 00, as
before. The nal 0 eliminates the subinterval [0:800; 1:000) from consideration.
2
Clearly the current interval contains some information about the preceding inputs;
this information has not yet been output, so we can think of it as the coder's state. If a
is the length of the current interval, the state holds ? log2 a bits not yet output. In the
basic method (illustrated by Example 1) the state contains all the information about
the output, since nothing is output until the end. In the implementation illustrated by
Example 2, the state always contains fewer than two bits of output information, since
the length of the current interval is always more than 1=4. The nal state in Example 2
is [0; 0:8), which contains ? log2 0:8  0:322 bits of information; the nal output bit
transmits this information.
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2.1.3 Use of integer arithmetic

In practice, the arithmetic can be done by storing the current interval in suciently
long integers rather than in oating point or exact rational numbers. (We can think of
Example 2 as using the integer interval [0; 100) by omitting all the decimal points.) We
also use integers for the frequency counts used to estimate symbol probabilities. The
subdivision process involves selecting non-overlapping intervals (of length at least 1)
with lengths approximately proportional
to the Pcounts. To encode symbol ai we need
P
i
?
1
two cumulative
counts, C = k=1 ck and N = ik=1 ck , and the sum T of all counts,
P
n
T = k=1 ck . The new subinterval is [L + b C(HT?L) c; L + b N (HT?L) c). (In this discussion
we continue to use half-open intervals as in the real arithmetic case. In implementations [77] it is more convenient to subtract 1 from the right endpoints and use closed
intervals.)
Example 3 : Suppose that at a certain point in the encoding we have symbol counts
ca = 4, cb = 5, and cEOF = 1 and current interval [25; 89) from the full interval [0; 128).
Let the next input symbol be b. The total count T is 10, and the cumulative counts for
b are C = 4 and N = 9. The new interval is [25+ b 4(8910?25) c; 25+ b 9(8910?25) c) = [50; 82);
we then increment the follow-on count and expand the interval once about the midpoint
64, giving [36; 100). No further expansion or output is possible.
2

2.1.4 Analysis of coding e ects

In this section we prove analytically that the coding e ects of arithmetic coding (as
distinguished from modeling e ects) are insigni cant; hence for all practical purposes
arithmetic coding realizes the minimum code length permitted by the model. Empirical
evidence that the coding e ects are negligible appears in [4,77].

Periodic scaling

The symbol counts used to compute the probability information used by an arithmetic
coder can become so large that time-consuming extended precision arithmetic becomes
necessary; even worse, the counts may over ow the registers used to store them. To
avoid the problem of large counts, Witten, Neal, and Cleary periodically scale the
symbol counts by halving all of them when their sum reaches a threshold 2B ; this
e ectively divides the le into blocks of length B . The relative proportions of the
counts remain the same, so the implied probabilities are the same.
Since the counts are maintained as integers, it is necessary to round their values
during the scaling process. To prevent any count from falling to 0, fractional counts
are rounded to the next higher integer. This gives slightly more weight to symbols
whose count happens to be odd when scaling occurs. (There are other methods of
preventing counts from becoming 0. We can truncate all fractional counts except those
that result in a scaled count of 0. If we are maintaining only cumulative symbol counts
we can truncate fractional counts, then add the index of each symbol to its cumulative
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count; this is useful in a hardware-based solution. Mo at [45] rounds fractional counts
upwards, but retains more precision by using xed-point counts with a few fractional
bits; this allows counts to become almost 0. With three fractional bits, the counts can
become as small as 1=8.)
The scaling process introduces a modeling e ect. Less recent events are e ectively
given a lower weight, so the most recently encountered part of the le has more in uence
on the model statistics. Since many les exhibit locality of reference, this recency
e ect often improves compression. We fully analyze the modeling e ect of scaling in
Section 4.2.1.

Rounding counts to integers

Here we analyze the coding e ect of periodic scaling. The rounding mechanism used
by Witten, Neal, and Cleary leads to slightly inaccurate probabilities, which in turn
can increase the code length. We bound the amount of the increase in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1 Rounding counts up to the next higher integer increases the code length
for the le by no more than n=2B bits per input symbol.
Proof : Each symbol whose weight is rounded up causes the denominators of all probabilities in the next block to be too large, by 1=2. If r is the number of symbols subject
to roundup, r=2 of the denominators in computing the coding interval will be approximately T instead of T=2, each adding one bit to the code length of the block, so the
block's code length will be r=2 bits longer. The e ect for the entire le (t=B blocks) is
rt=2B bits, or, since r  n, at most n=2B bits per input symbol.
2

This e ect is typically 0.02 bit or less per input symbol.

Using integer arithmetic

Witten, Neal, and Cleary use integers from a large xed range, typically [0; 8B ], instead
of using exact rational arithmetic, and they transmit encoded bits as soon as they know
them instead of waiting until the entire string has been encoded. Once a bit is known,
half of the range is known not to be relevant, so we can expand the other half to ll
the entire range. The result is nearly the same compression eciency as with exact
rational arithmetic.
As is apparent from the following description of the coding section of the WittenNeal-Cleary algorithm, expanding the range is only approximate:
1. We select a subrange of the current interval [L; H ) whose length within [L; H ) is
at least 1 and approximately proportional to p.
2. We repeat the following steps as many times as possible:
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(a) If the new subrange is not entirely in the lower, middle, or upper half of the
full range of values, we return.
(b) If the new subrange is in the lower or upper half, we output 0 or 1 respectively, plus any follow bits left over from previous symbols. If the subrange
is entirely in the middle half, we add 1 to the follow-on count to keep track
of this fact for future output.
(c) We expand the subrange:
i. We shift the subrange to ignore the part of the full range in which the
subrange is known not to lie.
ii. We double both L and H .
In this algorithm, any roundo error in selecting the rst subrange will propagate
through the entire interval expansion process. In the worst case, a symbol with a count
of 1 could result in a subrange of length 1, even though the unrounded subrange size
might be just below 2. In e ect, this would assign a symbol probability of only half
the correct value, resulting in a code length one bit too long. In practice, however, the
code length error in one symbol is seldom anywhere near that large, and because the
errors can be of either sign and have an approximately symmetrical distribution with
mean 0, the average error is usually very small. Witten, Neal, and Cleary empirically
estimate it at 10?4 bit per input symbol.
In order to get a rigorous bound on the compression loss, we analyze a new algorithm
that maintains full precision when expanding the range. At each step in the expansion
process, we adjust the range by adding either 0 or 1 to L and independently adding
either 0 or 1 to H according to the exact result of the initial subrange selection. To
prevent the overlap of subranges from di erent alphabet symbols, we add 1 to L and
subtract 1 from H when no more expansion is possible. This last step always makes
the code length longer than that of exact arithmetic coding, but by a tiny amount, as
shown in the following theorem:
Theorem 2 When we use the high precision algorithm for expanding the subrange,
the average code length is greater than the optimal average code length by an amount
bounded by 2=(B ln 2) bits per input symbol.
Proof : After the expansion process, the subinterval size is at least 2B . As a result of
rounding while expanding, low could be too high by as much as 1, and high could be too
low by as much as 1, so the subinterval could be too short by as much as 2. (It could
also be too long by as much as 2.) The nal overlap-prevention step always shortens
the subinterval by 2, so the subinterval is always too short, possibly by as much as 4.
An interval too short by 4 could be too short by a factor of as much as (2B ? 4)=2B ,
which corresponds to a code length increase of ? log2((B ? 2)=B )  2=(B ln 2). 2

A loss of 2=(B ln 2) bits per input symbol is negligible, about 4  10?4 bit per symbol
for typical parameters. In practice the high precision algorithm gives exactly the same
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compression as the algorithm of Witten, Neal, and Cleary, but its compression loss is
provably small. The high precision algorithm is only of theoretical interest; in practice
it complicates the program without improving compression.

Encoding end-of- le

The end of the le must be explicitly indicated when we use arithmetic coding. The
extra code length required is typically very small and is often ignored; for completeness,
we provide a brief analysis of the end-of- le e ect.
Witten, Neal, and Cleary introduce a special low-weight symbol in addition to the
normal alphabet symbols; it is encoded once, at the end of the le. In the following
theorem we bound the cost of identifying end-of- le by this method:
Theorem 3 The use of a special end-of- le symbol results in additional code length of
less than t=(B ln 2) + log2 B + 10 bits.
Proof : The cost has four components:
 at most log2 B +1 bits to encode the end-of- le symbol (since its probability must
be at least as large as the smallest possible probability, 1=2B )

 fewer than t=(B ln 2) bits in wasted code space to allow end-of- le at any point
(each probability can be reduced by a factor of between (2B ? 1)=2B and (B ?
1)=B , resulting in a loss of between ? log2((2B ? 1)=2B )  1=(2B ln 2) and
? log2((B ? 1)=B )  1=(B ln 2) bits per symbol)
 two disambiguating bits after the end-of- le symbol
 up to seven bits to ll the last byte.

2

An alternative, transmitting the length of the original le before its encoding, reduces the cost to between log2 t and 2 log2 t bits by using an appropriate encoding of
integers [13,69,75], but requires the le length to be known before encoding can begin.
The end-of- le cost using either of these methods is negligible for a typical le, less
than 0.01 bit per input symbol.

2.1.5 Binary arithmetic coding

The preceding discussion has focused on coding with a multi-symbol alphabet, although
in principle it applies to a binary alphabet as well. It is useful to distinguish the two
cases since both the coder and the interface to the model are simpler for a binary alphabet. The coding of bilevel images, an important problem with a natural two-symbol
alphabet, often produces probabilities close to 1, suggesting the use of arithmetic coding to obtain good compression. Historically, much of the arithmetic coding research
by Rissanen, Langdon, and others at IBM has focused on bilevel images [39]. The
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Q-Coder [1,37,41,50,51,52] is a binary arithmetic coder; work by Rissanen and Mohiuddin [62,63], Chevion et al. [6] , and Feygin et al. [16] extends some of the Q-Coder
ideas to multi-symbol alphabets. The quasi-arithmetic coder discussed in Section 2.2 is
formulated as a binary coder, though in Section 2.2.6 we show that it can be extended
to a multi-symbol alphabet.
In most text and image compression applications, a multi-symbol alphabet is more
natural, but even then we can map the possible symbols to the leaves of a binary tree,
and encode an event by traversing the tree and encoding a decision at each internal
node. (As an important special case, we can even use a list.) When we use a binary
tree, the model no longer has to maintain and produce cumulative probabilities; a single
probability at each node suces to encode each decision. Calculating the new current
interval is also simpli ed, since just one endpoint changes after each decision. On the
other hand, we now usually have to encode more than one event for each input symbol,
and we have a new data structure problem, maintaining the coding trees eciently
without using excessive space. The smallest average number of events coded per input
symbol occurs when the tree is a Hu man tree, since such trees have minimum average
weighted path length; however, maintaining such trees dynamically is complicated [10,
36,73,74].

2.2 Quasi-arithmetic coding
The primary disadvantage of arithmetic coding is its slowness. Since small errors in
probability estimates cause very small increases in code length, we expect that by
introducing approximations into the arithmetic coding process in a controlled way we
can improve coding speed without signi cantly degrading compression performance.
In the Q-Coder work at IBM, the time-consuming multiplications are replaced by
additions and shifts, and low-order bits are ignored.
In [27] we describe a di erent approach to approximate arithmetic coding. Recalling
that the fractional bits characteristic of arithmetic coding are stored as state information in the coder, we reduce the number of possible states, and replace arithmetic
operations by table lookups. Here we present this reduced precision binary arithmetic
coder, which we call a quasi-arithmetic coder, and develop it through a series of examples. It should be noted that the compression is still completely reversible; using
reduced precision merely a ects the average code length.

2.2.1 Development of binary quasi-arithmetic coding

The number of possible states (after applying the interval expansion procedure) of
an arithmetic coder using the integer interval [0; N ) is 3N 2 =16. If we can reduce the
number of states to a more manageable level, we can precompute all state transitions
and outputs and substitute table lookups for arithmetic in the coder. The obvious way
to reduce the number of states is to reduce N . The value of N should be a power of 2;
its value must be at least 4.
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Example 4 : The simplest non-trivial coders have N = 4, and have only three states.
By applying the arithmetic coding algorithm in a straightforward way, we obtain the
following coding table. A \follow" output indicates application of the follow-on procedure described in Section 2.1.2.
0 input
1 input
State
Probf0 g
Output Next state Output Next state
[0; 4) 0 < p < 1 ?
00
[0; 4)
?
[1; 4)
1? p
0
[0; 4)
1
[0; 4)
<p<1
?
[0; 3)
11
[0; 4)
1
[0; 3) 0 < p < =2
00
[0; 4)
follow [0; 4)
1=2  p < 1
0
[0; 4)
10
[0; 4)
[1; 4) 0 < p < 1=2
01
[0; 4)
1
[0; 4)
1=2  p < 1
follow [0; 4)
11
[0; 4)

The value of the cuto probability in state [0; 4) depends on assumptions about the
input data and the goal of the coder. Under reasonable assumptions it can be shown
using the method of Section 2.2.5 to be 1= log2 3  0:631. The amount of excess code
length is not very sensitive to the value of ; any value from about 0:55 to 0:73 gives
less than 1  coding ineciency.
2

Half-integer subdivisions

Additional transitions are available when subdivision points fall at half-integer values if
both resulting subintervals can be expanded. This happens for half-integer subdivision
points in the second quarter of the full range when the high end of the current subrange
is in the third quarter, and for half-integer subdivision points in the third quarter of
the full range when the low end of the current subrange is in the second quarter.
Example 5 : If we are currently in state [0; 3) of a coder with N = 4, and the inputs are
equally likely, we can subdivide the interval into [0; 3=2) for a 0 input and [3=2; 3) for a
1 input. In the rst case we output 0 and expand to [0; 3); in the second we keep track
of a follow bit and expand to [1; 4). Similarly, we can subdivide state [1; 4) at 5=2. We
can thus expand the coding table in Example 4 to obtain the following table.
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State
Probf0 g
[0; 4) 0 < p < 1 ?
1? p
<p<1
[0; 3) 0 < p < 1 ?
1? p
<p<1
[1; 4) 0 < p < 1 ?
1? p
<p<1

0 input
1 input
Output Next state Output Next state
00
[0; 4)
?
[1; 4)
0
[0; 4)
1
[0; 4)
?
[0; 3)
11
[0; 4)
00
[0; 4)
follow [0; 4)
0
[0; 3)
follow [1; 4)
0
[0; 4)
10
[0; 4)
01
[0; 4)
1
[0; 4)
follow [0; 3)
1
[1; 4)
follow [0; 4)
11
[0; 4)

Again we must choose the cuto probabilities and . We should use the same
value of as in Example 4; using the method of Section 2.2.5 we nd that =
log2(3=2)  0:585.
2
The use of half-integer subdivisions improves the theoretical compression eciency
of quasi-arithmetic coding. In small coders like the N = 4 coder of Examples 4 and 5,
the improvement can be noticeable; such coders may be practical when hard coded.
Otherwise, the improvement is small and the construction of the coder becomes less
regular and more complex, so we shall ignore this re nement for the remainder of this
discussion.

Reassignment of input symbols

Arithmetic coding does not mandate any particular assignment of subintervals to input
symbols; all that is required is that subinterval lengths be approximately proportional
to symbol probabilities and that the decoder make the same assignment as the encoder. In Example 4 we uniformly assigned the left subinterval to input symbol 0. By
preventing the longer subinterval from straddling the midpoint whenever possible, we
can sometimes obtain a simpler coder that never requires the follow-on procedure; it
may also use fewer states.
Example 6 : This coder assigns the right subinterval to 0 in lines 4 and 7 of Example 4,
eliminating the need for using the follow-on procedure; otherwise it is the same as
Example 4.
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State
Probf0 g
[0; 4) 0 < p < 1 ?
1? p
<p<1
[0; 3) 0 < p < 1=2
1=2  p < 1
[1; 4) 0 < p < 1=2
1=2  p < 1

0 input
1 input
Output Next state Output Next state
00
[0; 4)
?
[1; 4)
0
[0; 4)
1
[0; 4)
?
[0; 3)
11
[0; 4)
10
[0; 4)
0
[0; 4)
0
[0; 4)
10
[0; 4)
01
[0; 4)
1
[0; 4)
1
[0; 4)
01
[0; 4)
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Using more states

If we design a coder with more states, we obtain a more ne-grained set of probabilities.
Example 7 : In Table 2.1 on the following two pages we show a coder obtained by letting
N = 8 and allowing all possible subdivisions. The probability ranges are obtained by
following the method described in Section 2.2.4. Output symbol f indicates application
of the follow-on procedure.
This coder is easily programmed and extremely fast. Its only shortcoming is that
on average high-probability symbols require 1=4 bit (corresponding to a more-probable
symbol probability of 2?1=4  0:841) no matter how high the actual probability is. In
Section 2.2.4 we give a practical implementation of the same coder.
2

2.2.2 Simpli cations and applications of quasi-arithmetic
coding

Langdon and Rissanen [39] suggest identifying the input symbols as the less probable
symbol (LPS) and more probable symbol (MPS) rather than as 0 and 1. By doing this
we can often combine transitions and eliminate states.
Example 8 : We modify Example 6 to use the MPS/LPS idea. We are able to reduce
the coder to just two states.
LPS input
MPS input
State ProbfMPSg Output Next state Output Next state
[0; 4) 1=2  p 
0
[0; 4)
1
[0; 4)
<p<1
00
[0; 4)
?
[1; 4)
[1; 4) 1=2  p < 1
01
[0; 4)
1
[0; 4)

2
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Start
state
[0; 8)

Probability
of 0 input

0 input
Output Next
state
000 [0; 8)
00
[0; 8)
0
[0; 6)
0
[0; 8)
?
[0; 5)
?
[0; 6)
?
[0; 7)
000 [0; 8)
00
[0; 8)
0
[0; 6)
0
[0; 8)
?
[0; 5)
?
[0; 6)
000 [0; 8)
00
[0; 8)
0
[0; 6)
0
[0; 8)
?
[0; 5)
000 [0; 8)
00
[0; 8)
0
[0; 6)
0
[0; 8)
001 [0; 8)
0f
[0; 8)
0
[2; 8)
?
[1; 5)
?
[1; 6)
?
[1; 7)

1 input
Next
Output state
?
[1; 8)
?
[2; 8)
?
[3; 8)
1
[0; 8)
1
[2; 8)
11
[0; 8)
111 [0; 8)
?
[1; 7)
?
[2; 7)
?
[3; 7)
1
[0; 6)
1f
[0; 8)
110 [0; 8)
?
[1; 6)
f
[0; 8)
f
[2; 8)
10
[0; 8)
101 [0; 8)
?
[1; 5)
f
[0; 6)
ff
[0; 8)
100 [0; 8)
?
[2; 8)
?
[3; 8)
1
[0; 8)
1
[2; 8)
11
[0; 8)
111 [0; 8)

0.000 { 0.182
0.182 { 0.310
0.310 { 0.437
0.437 { 0.563
0.563 { 0.690
0.690 { 0.818
0.818 { 1.000
[0; 7) 0.000 { 0.208
0.208 { 0.355
0.355 { 0.500
0.500 { 0.645
0.645 { 0.792
0.792 { 1.000
[0; 6) 0.000 { 0.244
0.244 { 0.415
0.415 { 0.585
0.585 { 0.756
0.756 { 1.000
[0; 5) 0.000 { 0.293
0.293 { 0.500
0.500 { 0.707
0.707 { 1.000
[1; 8) 0.000 { 0.208
0.208 { 0.355
0.355 { 0.500
0.500 { 0.645
0.645 { 0.792
0.792 { 1.000
Table 2.1: Complete arithmetic coding code table for N = 8.
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0 input
Output Next
state
001 [0; 8)
0f
[0; 8)
0
[2; 8)
?
[1; 5)
?
[1; 6)
001 [0; 8)
0f
[0; 8)
0
[2; 8)
?
[1; 5)
001 [0; 8)
0f
[0; 8)
0
[2; 8)
010 [0; 8)
01
[0; 8)
f
[0; 6)
f
[0; 8)
?
[2; 7)
010 [0; 8)
01
[0; 8)
f
[0; 6)
f
[0; 8)
011 [0; 8)
ff
[0; 8)
f
[2; 8)
?
[3; 7)
011 [0; 8)
ff
[0; 8)
f
[2; 8)

Start
state

Probability
of 0 input

[1; 7)

0.000 { 0.244
0.244 { 0.415
0.415 { 0.585
0.585 { 0.756
0.756 { 1.000
0.000 { 0.293
0.293 { 0.500
0.500 { 0.707
0.707 { 1.000
0.000 { 0.369
0.369 { 0.631
0.631 { 1.000
0.000 { 0.244
0.244 { 0.415
0.415 { 0.585
0.585 { 0.756
0.756 { 1.000
0.000 { 0.293
0.293 { 0.500
0.500 { 0.707
0.707 { 1.000
0.000 { 0.293
0.293 { 0.500
0.500 { 0.707
0.707 { 1.000
0.000 { 0.369
0.369 { 0.631
0.631 { 1.000
Table 2.1 (continued)

[1; 6)
[1; 5)
[2; 8)

[2; 7)
[3; 8)
[3; 7)
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1 input
Next
Output state
?
[2; 7)
?
[3; 7)
1
[0; 6)
1f
[0; 8)
110 [0; 8)
f
[0; 8)
f
[2; 8)
10
[0; 8)
101 [0; 8)
f
[0; 6)
ff
[0; 8)
100 [0; 8)
?
[3; 8)
1
[0; 8)
1
[2; 8)
11
[0; 8)
111 [0; 8)
?
[3; 7)
1
[0; 6)
1f
[0; 8)
110 [0; 8)
1
[0; 8)
1
[2; 8)
11
[0; 8)
111 [0; 8)
1
[0; 6)
1f
[0; 8)
110 [0; 8)
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Restricting allowable subdivisions

Another way of simplifying an arithmetic coder is to allow only a subset of the possible
interval subdivisions. Using integer arithmetic has the e ect of making the symbol
probabilities approximate, especially as the integer range is made smaller; limiting the
number of subdivisions simply makes them even less precise. Since the main bene t of
arithmetic coding is its ability to code eciently when probabilities are close to 1, we
usually want to allow at least some pairs of unequal probabilities.
Example 9 : If we know that one symbol occurs considerably more often than the other,
we can eliminate the transitions in Example 8 for approximately equal probabilities.
This makes it unnecessary for the coder to decide which transition pair to use in the
[0; 4) state, and gives a very simple reduced-precision arithmetic coder.
LPS input

MPS input

State Output Next state Output Next state
[0; 4) 00
[0; 4)
?
[1; 4)
[1; 4) 01
[0; 4)
1
[0; 4)
This simple code is quite useful, providing almost a 50 percent improvement on the
unary code for representing non-negative integers. To encode n in unary, we output n 1s
and a 0. Using the code just derived, we re-encode the unary coding, treating 1 as the
MPS. The resulting code consists of bn=2c 1s, followed by 00 if n is even and 01 if n is
odd. This code is in fact equivalent to the the Rice code with k = 1 and the Golomb
code with m = 2, as shown in Section 2.3.2. We can do even better with slightly more
complex codes, as we shall see in examples that follow.
2

Maximally unbalanced subdivisions

We now introduce the maximally unbalanced subdivision and show how it can be used
to obtain excellent compression when ProbfMPSg  1. Suppose the current interval
is [L; H ). If ProbfMPSg is very high we can subdivide the interval at L + 1 or H ? 1,
indicating ProbfLPSg = 1=(H ? L) and ProbfMPSg = 1 ? 1=(H ? L). Since the length
of the current interval H ? L is always more than N=4, such a subdivision always
indicates a ProbfMPSg of more than 1 ? 4=N . By choosing a large value of N and
always including the maximally unbalanced subdivision in our coder, we ensure that
very likely symbols can always be given an appropriately high probability.
Example 10 : Let N = 8 and let the MPS always be 1. We obtain the following
four-state code if we allow only the maximally unbalanced subdivision in each state.
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0 (LPS) input
1 (MPS) input
State Output Next state Output Next state
[0; 8) 000
[0; 4)
?
[1; 8)
[1; 8) 001
[0; 4)
?
[2; 8)
[2; 8) 010
[0; 4)
?
[3; 8)
[3; 8) 011
[0; 4)
1
[0; 8)

We can use this code to re-encode unary-coded non-negative integers with bn=4c + 3
bits. In e ect, we represent n in the form 4a + b; we encode a in unary, then use two
bits to encode b in binary. (This is the Rice code with k = 2 and the Golomb code
with m = 4.)
2

Changing codes

Whenever the current interval coincides with the full interval, we can switch to a
di erent code.
Example 11 : We can derive the Elias code for the positive integers [13] by using the
maximally unbalanced subdivision technique of Example 10 and by doubling the full
integer range whenever we see enough 1s to output a bit and expand the current
interval so that it coincides with the full range. This coder has an in nite number of
states; no state is visited more than once. We use the notation [L; H )=M to indicate
the subinterval [L; H ) selected from the range [0; M ).
State
[0; 2)=2
[0; 4)=4
[1; 4)=4
[0; 8)=8
[1; 8)=8
...

0 (LPS) input
1 (MPS) input
Output Next state Output Next state
0
STOP
1
[0; 4)=4
00
STOP
?
[1; 4)=4
01
STOP
1
[0; 8)=8
000
STOP
?
[1; 8)=8
001
STOP
?
[2; 8)=8
...
...
...
...

This code corresponds to encoding positive integers as follows:

n
1
2
3
4
5
...

Code

0
100
101
11000
11001
...

24
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In e ect we represent n in the form 2a + b; we encode a in unary, then use a bits to
encode b in binary. This is essentially the Elias code; it requires b2 log2 nc + 1 bits to
encode n.
2

Design of a class of reduced precision coders

We now present a very exible yet simple coder design incorporating most of the
features just discussed. We choose N to be any power of 2, but at least 4. All states
in the coder are of the form [k; N ), so the number of states is only N=2. (Intervals
with k  N=2 will produce output, and the interval will be expanded.) In every state
[k; N ) we include the maximally unbalanced subdivision (at k + 1), which corresponds
to values of ProbfMPSg between (N ? 2)=N and (N ? 1)=N . We include a nearly
balanced subdivision so that we will not lose eciency when ProbfMPSg  1=2. In
addition, we locate other subdivision points such that the subinterval expansion that
follows each input symbol leaves the coder in a state of the form [k; N ), and we choose
one or more of them to correspond to intermediate values of ProbfMPSg. For simplicity
we denote state [k; N ) by k.
We always allow the interval [k; N ) to be divided at k + 1; if the LPS occurs we
output the log2 N bits of k and move to state 0, while if the MPS occurs we simply
move to state k +1, then if the new state is N=2 we output a 1 and move to state 0. The
other permitted subdivisions are given in the following table; it may not be necessary
to include all of them in the coder.
Range of
Subdivision
LPS input
MPS input
states k LPS
MPS Output Next State Output Next State
[0; N2 ) [k; N2 ) [ N2 ; N )
0
2k
1
0
N
00
4k
?
[0; N4 ) [k; N4 ) [ N4 ; N )
4
3N
[ N8 ; 38N ) [k; 38N ) [ 38N ; N )
0f
4k ? N2
?
8
N
5
N
3
N
5
N
3
N
N
[ 8 ; 2 ) [k; 8 ) [ 8 ; N )
ff
4k ? 2
1
4
7
N
N
9
N
9
N
7
N
N
[ 16 ; 2 ) [k; 16 ) [ 16 ; N ) f f f
8k ? 2
1
8
[ N4 ; N2 ) [ 34N ; N ) [k; 34N )
11
0
f
2k ? N2
For example, the fourth line indicates that for all states k for which 3N=8  k <
N=2, we may subdivide the interval at 5N=8. If the LPS occurs, we perform the followon procedure twice, which leaves us with the interval [4k ? 3N=2; N ); otherwise we
output a 1 and expand the interval to [N=4; N ).
A coder constructed using this procedure will have a small number of states, but
in every state it will allow us to use estimates of ProbfMPSg near 1, near 1=2, and
in between. Thus we can choose a large N so that highly probable events require
negligible code length, while keeping the number of states small enough to allow table
lookups rather than arithmetic. In practice, however, use of this design procedure is
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usually not necessary; the coders that result from systematically allowing all states
and transitions are compact and give good compression eciency.

2.2.3 -partitions and  -partitions

We have shown that is is possible to design a binary arithmetic coder that admits only
a small number of possible probabilities. In this section we give a theoretical basis
for selecting the probabilities. Often practical considerations limit our choices, but we
can show that it is reasonable to expect that choosing only a few probabilities will
give close to optimal compression. In Section 2.2.5 we give a method for computing
transition cuto probabilities for a complete coder.
For a binary alphabet, we can compute E (p; q), the extra code length resulting
from using estimates q and 1 ? q for actual probabilities p and 1 ? p, respectively. We
let di = qi ? pi and expand asymptotically in d to obtain
n
n
X
X
?pi log2 qi ? ?pi log2 pi
E =
i=1 !!
i=1
n
2
X 1 di
d3i :
=
+
O
p2i
i=1 2 ln 2 pi
For any desired maximum excess code length , we can partition the space of possible
probabilities to guarantee that the use of approximate probabilities will never add more
than  to the code length of any event. We select partitioning probabilities P0; P1; . . .
and estimated probabilities Q0; Q1; . . .. Each probability Qi is used to encode all events
whose probability p is in the range Pi < p  Pi+1. We compute the partition, which
we call an -partition, as follows:
1. Set i := 0 and Q0 := 1=2.
2. Find the value of Pi+1 (greater than Qi) such that E (Pi+1; Qi) = . We will use Qi
as the estimated probability for all probabilities p such that Qi < p  Pi+1.
3. Find the value of Qi+1 (greater than Pi+1) such that E (Pi+1 ; Qi+1) = . After we
compute Pi+2 in step 2 of the next iteration, we will use Qi+1 as the estimate for
all probabilities p such that Pi+1 < p  Pi+2.
We increment i and repeat steps 2 and 3 until Pi+1 or Qi+1 reaches 1. The values for
p < 1=2 are symmetrical with those for p > 1=2.
Example : We show the -partition for  = 0:05 bit per binary input symbol.

26
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Range of actual probabilities Probability to use
[0:0000; 0:0130)
0:0003
[0:0130; 0:1427)
0:0676
[0:1427; 0:3691)
0:2501
[0:3691; 0:6309)
0:5000
[0:6309; 0:8579)
0:7499
[0:8579; 0:9870)
0:9324
[0:9870; 1:0000)
0:9997
Thus by using only 7 probabilities we can guarantee that the excess code length does
not exceed 0:05 bit for each binary decision coded.
2
We might wish to limit the relative error so that the code length can never exceed
the optimal by more than a multiplicative factor of 1 + . We can begin to compute
these -partitions using a procedure similar to that for -partitions, but unfortunately
the process does not terminate, since  -partitions are not nite. As P approaches 1,
the optimal average code length grows very small, so to obtain a small relative loss Q
must be very close to P . Nevertheless, we can obtain a partial  -partition.
It is also possible to express the maximum allowable relative error in terms of
percent log ratio compression loss, as described in Section 1.4.2. We call the resulting
partitions -partitions; they are essentially the same as -partitions.
Example : We show part of the  -partition for  = 0:05; the maximum relative error is
5 percent. (This is the same as the -partition for  = loge 1:05  4:88  .)
Range of actual probabilities Probability to use
...
...
[0:0033; 0:0154)
0:0069
[0:0154; 0:0573)
0:0291
0:0982
[0:0573; 0:1670)
0:2555
[0:1670; 0:3722)
[0:3722; 0:6278)
0:5000
[0:6278; 0:8330)
0:7445
[0:8330; 0:9427)
0:9018
[0:9427; 0:9846)
0:9709
[0:9846; 0:9967)
0:9931
...
...

2

In practice we will use an approximation to an -partition or a  -partition for values
of ProbfMPSg up to the maximum probability representable by our coder.
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P= 0
P= 1
P= 2
P= 3
P= 4
P= 5
P= 6
P= 7
P= 8
P= 9
P = 10
3 P = 11
P = 12
P = 13
1 P = 14
P = 15

Counts
0

1
1
1
2
2
3
1
2
3
4
4
3
4
2
3
4

1

4
3
2
4
3
4
1
2
3
4
3
2
2
1
1
1

Probability
of 0
0:200
0:250
0:333
0:333
0:400
0:429
0:500
0:500
0:500
0:500
0:571
0:600
0:667
0:667
0:750
0:800
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Transitions
after 0 after 1
P= 3 P= 0
P= 4 P= 0
P= 7 P= 1
P= 5 P= 1
P= 8 P= 3
P= 9 P= 4
P = 13 P = 2
P = 11 P = 4
P = 10 P = 5
P = 10 P = 5
P = 11 P = 9
P = 12 P = 8
P = 14 P = 10
P = 14 P = 7
P = 15 2 P = 11
P = 15 P = 12

Table 2.2: Probability arrays for quasi-arithmetic coding.

2.2.4 Implementation of binary quasi-arithmetic coding

We now give a full example showing a practical probability estimation mechanism and
the systematic construction of a small but complete binary quasi-arithmetic coder.
This coder makes ecient use of space, so that it is possible to use medium-sized
values of N (up to 128), and makes heavy use of pointers to make use of the lookup
tables ecient. In the example we use N = 8, i.e., the full interval is [0; 8). The size
of the tables used in practice remains manageable; their construction and use follow
exactly the same principles. In practice, using N = 32 improves compression by about
3:5  , and using N = 128 gives only another 0:2  improvement.

Probability estimation for quasi-arithmetic coding

We use a modi cation of the scaled-count technique to estimate the probabilities used
by the quasi-arithmetic coder. In e ect we use small counts c0 and c1 for the 0 and
1 events at each decision point; i.e., we keep a count pair c0 : c1 . Only a few bits are
used for each count. When either count over ows, we scale both counts downward; the
new scaled count pair is the closest to the (unavailable) new count pair, closeness being
measured by average excess code length. The use of scaling does not hurt compression
by much, as shown in Section 4.2.1. In [27] we present an alternative deterministic
probability estimation method.
In the implementation we denote each possible pair of counts by an index number,
and we precompute all the transitions to new count states, including those requiring
scaling. In Table 2.2 we show the correspondence among counts, probabilities, and
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Terminal states
W H
24 Q08 W8 H8
Q07 W7 H7
Q06 W6 H6
Q05 W5 H5
Q18 W7 H8
4 Q17 W6 5 H710
Q16 W5 H6
9 Q15 W4 H5
Q28 W6 H8
Q27 W5 H7

Q38 W5 H8
Q37 W4 H7

Nonterminal states
L R F Q
Q04 0 ? 0 Q08
Q03 0 ? 0 Q06
Q02 0 0 0 Q08
Q01 0 00 0 Q08
Q14 0 ? 0 Q28
Q13 0 ? 1 Q08
Q12 0 01 0 Q08

Q26
Q25
Q24
Q23
Q36
Q35
Q34

?
?
0
0
?
?
0

?
?
1
10
?
?
11

1
1
0
0
1
2
0

Q08
Q06
Q08
Q08
Q28
Q08
Q08

More nonterminal states
L R F Q
Q48 1 ? 0 Q08
Q47 1 ? 0 Q08
Q46 1 0 0 Q08
Q45 1 00 0 Q08
Q58 1 ? 0 Q08
14 Q57 116 ? 20 121 Q0823
Q56 1 01 0 Q08
Q68 1 1 0 Q08
Q67 1 10 0 Q08
Q78 1 11 0 Q08

Table 2.3: Complete quasi-arithmetic coding table for N = 8.
probability index numbers for a small example coder, as well as all the transitions.
For example1, 1 index P = 14 corresponds to c0 : c1 = 3 : 1, and 2 we nd that
P = 11 is the index of the new count state after a 1 event, where 3 index P = 11
corresponds to c0 : c1 = 3 : 2. In the example we allow counts to reach 4; in practice
we allow somewhat larger counts (up to 10 or so), and allow some of the unbalanced
counts to be larger than the balanced ones. It is quite feasible to store each probability
index number in one byte. Note that the probability index array (containing counts
c0 and c1 and the probability values) is used only during table construction; only the
transition array remains during the actual coding.

Use of quasi-arithmetic coding

We use quasi-arithmetic coding to encode binary events, with probabilities (indicated
by probability index numbers) supplied by the model. We use a pointer into a code
table to indicate the state of the coder, corresponding to the current interval in a true
reduced-precision arithmetic coder. Table 2.3 shows a complete code table for N = 8
(full interval [0; 8)); the initial state is Q08. This table contains the same information
as Table 2.1, but in a more compact form. We use left subintervals for 0 events and
right subintervals for 1 events.
We illustrate the use of the coder. 4 Suppose we are in state Q17 = [1; 7), the
1

The small circled numbers in this section key the text to the tables.
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P= 0
P= 1
P= 2
P= 3
P= 4
P= 5
P= 6
P= 7
P= 8
P= 9
P = 10
P = 11
P = 12
P = 13
7 P = 14
P = 15

W4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
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W5
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

W6 6
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
28
1

W7
6
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1

W8
6
6
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2

Table 2.4: Delta array for quasi-arithmetic coding. The ve vectors, one for each
possible terminal state width, are indexed by probability index numbers to nd , the
size of the right subinterval.
H5 H6 H7 11 H8
 = 1 Q45 Q56 Q67 Q78
12  = 2 Q35 Q46 Q5713 Q68
 = 3 Q25 Q36 Q47 Q58
 = 4 Q15 Q26 Q37 Q48
Q16 Q27 Q38
=5
=6
Q17 Q28
=7
Q18
Table 2.5: Right branch array for quasi-arithmetic coding. The four vectors, one for
each possible value of the high end of a terminal state, are indexed by , the size of
the right subinterval, to nd a pointer to the next state.

c0 : c1 counts are 3 : 1, indicated by index P = 14 1 , and the next event is 1. 5 The
W entry for state Q17 is W6 since the width of the interval is 6; 6 W6 is a pointer to one
of the ve vectors in the delta array (Table 2.4), the interface between the probability
estimator and the coder. (In Section 2.2.5 we show how to nd the cuto probabilities
between successive values of , which can then be used with Table 2.2 to compute the
delta array.) 7 We use P = 14 to index into the W6 vector, and 8 nd  = 2; this is
the size of the right subinterval of [1; 7). 9 If the event were 0, we would move down
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Output bu er
15
17
18
19
22

10 010110 00000000
10 010110 100 00000
01011010 0 0000000
1011010 0 00000000
1011010 0 00000000

Bits Pending
left count
2
2
2
3
8
1
7
0
7
1

Table 2.6: Quasi-arithmetic coding output example. Useful bits not yet output are
shown in bold face type.
 = 2 rows in the code table to Q15, a \terminal state" (one for which no output or
interval expansion is possible). But in fact the event is 1, so 10 we use the H entry for
state Q17, namely H7, which indicates that 7 is the high end of the interval [1; 7). 11 H7
is a pointer to one of the four vectors in the right-branch array (Table 2.5). 12 We use
 = 2 as an index into the H7 vector, and 13 nd a pointer to the next state, Q57.
14 We go to state Q57 in the code table. It is a nonterminal state, so we perform the
output indicated by the L, R, F , and Q entries, which were computed by applying
the Witten-Neal-Cleary algorithm to the interval [5; 7). This is the same information
found in Table 2.1, in the [1; 7) state, on the line for probabilities between 0:585 and
0:756, with a 1 input.
To do the output, we use a two-byte bu er and two counts (see Table 2.6). We
insert new bits into the upper end of the low-order byte, then shift the useful bits into
the high-order byte; when the high-order byte is full of useful bits, we output them.
Continuing the example, 15 suppose that the output bu er contains 6 useful bits, so
there is room for 2 more, and that the pending count is 2, meaning that the next output
bit will be followed by two opposite bits, as in the follow-on mechanism described in
Section 2.1.2. 16 The leading output bit L is 1, so 17 we put 10000000 into the low
byte of the bu er (if L had been 0, we would have put 01111111 into the low byte
of the bu er). We then shift left by three bits altogether, one for the leading bit and
two for the follow bits. Since there was only room for two bits, 18 we shift left by two
bits, output 01011010, indicate that space remains for 8 bits, and 19 shift left by one
more bit. 20 The R entry shows that there are no remaining bits. (If there had been,
we would have put them into the upper end of the low-order byte of the bu er, then
shifted them into the high-order byte.) 21 The F entry shows that the pending count
should be increased by 1. The resulting bu er state is shown at 22 . Finally, 23 the Q
entry points to the next coder state, Q08, indicated at 24 .
Decoding uses essentially the same tables, and in fact is easier than encoding.

2.2.5 Analysis of binary quasi-arithmetic coding

We now show that using binary quasi-arithmetic coding causes an insigni cant increase
in the code length compared with pure arithmetic coding. We mathematically analyze
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several cases.
In this analysis we exclude very large and very small probabilities, namely those
that are less than 1=W or greater than (W ? 1)=W , where W is the width of the current
interval. For these probabilities the relative excess code length becomes in nite.
First we assume that we know the probability p of the left (0 ) branch of each
event, and we show both how to minimize the average excess code length and how
small the excess is. In arithmetic coding we divide the current interval (of width W )
into subintervals of length L and R; this gives an e ective coding probability q = L=W
since the resulting code length is ? log2 q for the left branch and ? log2(1 ? q) for the
right. When we encode a sequence of binary events with probabilities p and 1 ? p using
e ective coding probabilities q and 1 ? q, the average code length L(p; q) is given by

L(p; q) = ?p log2 q ? (1 ? p) log2(1 ? q):
If we use exact arithmetic coding, we can subdivide the interval into lengths pW and
(1 ? p)W , thus making q = p and giving an average code length equal to the entropy,
H (p) = ?p log2 p ? (1 ? p) log2(1 ? p); this is optimal.
Consider two probabilities p1 and p2 that are adjacent based on the subdivision
of an interval of width W ; in other words, p1 = (W ? 1)=W , p2 = (W ? 2)=W ,
and 2 = 1 ? 1. For any probability p between p1 and p2 , either p1 or p2 should be
chosen, whichever gives a shorter average code length. There is a cuto probability p
for which p1 and p2 give the same average code length. We can compute p by solving
the equation L(p ; p1) = L(p; p2 ), giving
1
p =
(2.1)
log pp21
1+ 1?p
log 1 ? p12
1
log 
2
:
=
W
?

2 1
log W ?  
1

2

We can construct the delta table by computing cuto probabilities for every pair of
adjacent coding probabilities and every possible interval size and then applying them
to the count state probabilities. As an example, we compute the value of , the size
of the right subinterval, to be used for c0 : c1 = 3 : 1 (i.e., for p = 3=4) and W = 6.
Clearly  = 1 or 2, so p1 = 4=6 (1 = 2) and p2 = 5=6 (2 = 1). We compute
p = log 2= log(5=2)  0:756, and choose  = 1 = 2 since p1 < p < p < p2. This is
the entry at 8 in Table 2.4.
Probability p is the probability between p1 and p2 with the worst average quasiarithmetic coding performance, both in excess bits per event and in excess bits relative
to optimal compression. This can be shown by monotonicity arguments.
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Theorem 4 If we construct a quasi-arithmetic coder based on full interval [0; N ), and

use correct probability estimates, the number of bits per input symbol by which the
average code length obtained by the quasi-arithmetic coder exceeds that of an exact
arithmetic coder is at most
4 log 2 1 + O  1   0:497 + O  1  ;
ln 2 2 e ln 2 N
N2
N
N2
and the fraction by which the average code length obtained by the quasi-arithmetic coder
exceeds that of an exact arithmetic coder is at most
!
!
2
0
:
0861
1
1
1
log2 e ln 2 log N + O (log N )2  log N + O (log N )2 :
2
2
Proof : For a quasi-arithmetic coder with full interval [0; N ), the shortest terminal state
intervals have size W = N=4 + 2. The worst average error occurs for the smallest W
and the most extreme probabilities, that is, for W = N=4 + 2, p1 = (W ? 2)=W , and
p2 = (W ? 1)=W (or symmetrically, p1 = 1=W and p2 = 2=W ). For these probabilities,
we nd the cuto probability P . Then for the rst part of the theorem we take
the asymptotic expansion of L(p2; p) ? H (p2), and for the second part we take the
asymptotic expansion of (L(p2; p) ? H (p2 ))=H (p2).
2
If we let p = (p1 + p2)=2 and note that the maximum value of p in our analysis is
1 ? 1=W , we can expand Equation (2.2) asymptotically in W to express p as
p = p + 6W1 2 pp(1??1=p2) + O(1=W ):
The O() term is 1=W because of the e ect of the maximum possible value of p. The
constant in the O(1=W ) term is very small, less than 0:002. By computing
pf = p + 6W1 2 pp(1??1=p2)
we can nd the cuto probabilities using rational arithmetic; the compression loss
introduced by using pf instead of p is completely negligible, never more than 0:06  .
In the example above with p1 = 2=3 and p2 = 5=6, we nd that p = log 2= log(5=2) 
0:75647 and pf = 245=324  0:75617.
Next we consider a more general case, in which we compare quasi-arithmetic coding
with arithmetic coding for a single worst-case event. We assume that both coders
use the same estimated probability, but that the estimate may be arbitrarily bad.
In this case we nd the cuto probability for 1=2  p1 < p2 by equating the excess
code length from using probability p1 for the more probable event and the excess
from using probability p2 for the less probable event, that is, by solving the equation
? log2 p1 + log2 p = ? log2(1 ? p2) + log2(1 ? p ); this yields
W ? 1 :
1
=
p =
1 + 1 ? p2 W ? 1

p1
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The excess code length in this case is just log2(W=(W ? 1))  1=W ln 2 regardless
of the value of 1. As in the previous theorem, the smallest value of W is N=4 + 2.
By substituting this value of W into the expression for the excess code length and
expanding asymptotically, we prove the following theorem which bounds the worstcase excess code length.
Theorem 5 If we construct a quasi-arithmetic coder based on full interval [0; N ), and
use arbitrary probability estimates, the number of bits per input symbol by which the
code length obtained by the quasi-arithmetic coder exceeds that of an exact arithmetic
coder in the worst case is at most
N + 8  4  5:771 :
log2 N
+ 4 N ln 2
N

2.2.6 Quasi-arithmetic coding for a multi-symbol alphabet

Constructing an optimal quasi-arithmetic code for a multi-symbol alphabet is a nontrivial matter, but we can easily construct a suboptimal code by the following three-step
procedure.
1. We design a multi-state code table for a two-symbol alphabet with various possible symbol probabilities.
2. We decompose the multi-symbol alphabet into a binary tree with the alphabet
symbols at the leaves, such that the product of the edge probabilities from the
root to each leaf approximately equals the corresponding symbol probability.
3. We follow all paths through the tree of Step 2, using the table from Step 1 to
compute an output codeword and next state for each alphabet symbol from each
possible starting state.
Example 12 : We construct a two-state code for the three-symbol alphabet fA; B; C g,
with pA = 0:7, pB = 0:2, and pC = 0:1. First we construct a two-state binary code.
In this example we use a very simple binary code, in which we merely distinguish the
input symbols as more or less probable; a more complete two-state code would also
allow the two probabilities to be approximately equal. We indicate the more probable
symbol by MPS and the less probable symbol by LPS; the probability of MPS can be
taken to be about 0.71.
MPS input
LPS input
From state Output
Next state Output Next state
E0
E1
00
E0
E1
1
E0
01
E0
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Next we construct a binary tree with each branch labeled either MPS or LPS, the
probability of MPS being 0.71.
MPS

A

LPS
MPS

B

LPS

C

The e ective probabilities of the leaves are pA  0:710, pB  0:206, and pc  0:084.
Next we use the tree and the table to derive the following code.

A
Input B
Input C
From state OutputInput
Next state Output Next state Output Next state
E0
?
E1
00
E1
0000
E0
E1
1
E0
01
E1
0100
E0
Even though it does not have the pre x property, this code is uniquely decodable with
bounded delay. For example, from state E0, the code for B (00) is a pre x of the code
for C (0000); but a B input leads to state E1, and the rst two bits output from state
E1 are never 00; hence a B will not be decoded as a C . The coding delay is at most
one symbol, and the following four-state table can perform the decoding.

0
Input 1
From state OutputInput
Next state Output Next state
D0
?
D1
AA
D0
D1
?
D2
A
D2
D2
?
D3
BA
D0
D3
C
D0
B
D2
The asymptotic average code length for this code is 1.171 bits per symbol. The
entropy of the source is 1.157 bits per symbol, so the compression loss is only 1:2  .
The Hu man code for this source has an average code length of 1.3 bits per symbol,
giving a compression loss of 10:5  , over 8 times as large. In this example we used a
two-state code; using more states usually gives even more eciency.
2
Note that the two-symbol code is used only for constructing the multi-symbol code.
The multi-symbol code tables and coding algorithm are similar to the Hu man tables
and algorithm, but with added state information.

2.3 Pre x codes
The simplest statistical coders have a direct correspondence between input events and
code words. To ensure decodability, no codeword may be a pre x of any other; codes
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Symbol Probability Codeword
13=41
a1
00
11
a2
=41
01
7=41
a3
11
5
a4
=41
100
3
a5
=41
1010
2=41
a6
1011

Table 2.7: Example of a Hu man code for a small alphabet. The symbol weights were
arbitrarily selected to be the rst six prime numbers.
with this property are called pre x codes. A number of pre x codes are possible for
any set of events.
The simplest pre x codes are xed length binary codes, of which the ASCII code is
an example. Fixed length binary codes have little independent interest, but they are
used as components of other codes. For instance, they are sometimes used to encode
symbols occurring for the rst time in more complicated methods, and they are used
as one of the two parts of each codeword in Rice coding. If the number of symbols to
be encoded is a power of two, all symbols are assigned codewords of the exactly same
length. Otherwise, it is possible to construct an \adjusted binary code," in which some
symbols are assigned a codeword one bit shorter. Speci cally, if the alphabet contains
n = 2k +b symbols 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n?1, then the codewords for symbols 0; 1; 2; . . . ; n?2b?1
are just the k-bit binary representations of the symbols, while the codewords for the
remaining symbols are (k +1)-bit binary numbers, symbol j in the range n ? 2b  j < n
being represented by j + n ? 2b. Adjusted binary codes are used as one of the two
parts of each codeword in Golomb coding, and we use them in the image compression
algorithm of Section 3.5.

2.3.1 Hu man codes

If we are given the probabilities of n events, we can use Hu man's procedure [33]
to construct an optimal pre x coding tree for those events. We brie y describe the
procedure. We begin with a forest of n weighted trees, each consisting of a leaf node
corresponding to an event; the weights of the leaves are proportional to the probabilities
of the corresponding events. We repeatedly select the two trees with smallest weights
(ties being broken in any systematic way), and make them the left and right subtrees of
a new tree, whose weight is the sum of the weights of the two subtrees. The procedure
is complete when exactly one tree remains. The codeword for any event is obtained by
traversing the tree from the root to the leaf corresponding to the event, outputting 0
at every left branch and 1 at every right branch. Table 2.7 illustrates a Hu man code
for a six-symbol alphabet.
For a xed set of probabilities, this procedure is straightforward. In a dynamic
setting, however, changing the codes can be very time-consuming since small changes
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Golomb m = 1 m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5 m = 6 m = 7 m = 8 m = 9
k=2
k=3
Rice k = 0 k = 1
n=0
0
00
00
000
000
000
000
0000
0000
10
01
010
001
001
001
0010
0001
0001
1
2 110
100
011
010
010
0100
0011
0010
0010
100
011
0110
0101
0100
0011
0011
3 1110 101
4 11110 1100 1010 1000 0111 0110 0101 0100 0100
5
1 0
1101
1011
1001
1000
0111
0110
0101
0101
5
6
1 0
11100
1100
1010
1001
1000
0111
0110
0110
6
7
7
1 0
11101
11010
1011
1010
1001
1000
0111
01110
8
1 0
111100
11011
11000
10110 10100 10010 10000 01111
8
9
9
1 0
111101
11100
11001
10111 10101 10011 10001 10000
10 110 0 15 00 111010 11010 11000 10110 10100 10010 10001
11 111 0 15 01 111011 11011 11001 10111 10101 10011 10010
12 112 0 16 00 111100 111000 11010 11000 10110 10100 10011
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Table 2.8: Examples of Golomb and Rice codes. For typographical convenience, strings
of j  5 consecutive 1s are denoted by 1j . The codes can be extended to any nonnegative values of n, and codes can be constructed for all m > 0 and all k  0.
to the probabilities can cause global changes to the optimal tree [15,19,36,73,74]. Although Hu man codes are optimal among pre x codes, the expected code length of a
Hu man code is the same as the entropy only if all the probabilities are powers of 1=2.

2.3.2 Golomb and Rice codes

A simpler procedure, due to Golomb [22], gives pre x codes that are suboptimal but
very easy to implement. Golomb codes are distinguished from each other by a single parameter, so dynamic updating is accomplished by estimating the value of the
parameter. In Section 2.3.3 we show how this can be done e ectively.
Golomb codes are used to encode symbols from a countable alphabet. The symbols
are arranged in descending probability order, and non-negative integers are assigned
to the symbols, beginning with 0 for the most probable event. To encode integer n
using the Golomb code with parameter m, we rst compute bn=mc and output this
integer using a unary code. Then we compute n mod m and output this value using a
binary code, adjusted as described above so that we sometimes use blog2 mc bits and
sometimes dlog2 me bits.
Rice coding, developed independently by Rice [53,54,55], is the same as Golomb
coding except that only a subset of the parameter values may be used, namely the
powers of 2. The Rice code with parameter k is exactly the same as the Golomb
code with parameter m = 2k . Hence to encode integer n using the Rice code with
parameter k, we rst compute bn=2k c and output this integer using a unary code.
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Then we compute n mod 2k and output this value using a k bit binary code. The
resulting codes give less compression eciency than Golomb codes, but they are even
easier to implement, especially in hardware [72], since we can compute bn=2k c by
shifting and n mod 2k by masking out all but the k low order bits. Our parameter
estimation method for Golomb codes applies to Rice codes too. Table 2.8 shows the
beginning of Golomb and Rice codes with a number of di erent parameter values.
When the distribution of values to be encoded is exponential, it can be shown that
a Golomb code with the correct choice of the parameter m produces an optimal pre x
code for the distribution [20]. Rice coding has been used as the basis for a lossless
hardware compressor [72]. Its compression e ectiveness is analyzed in [78].

2.3.3 Selection of Golomb or Rice coding parameter

We now describe an on-line algorithm for estimating the coding parameter for Golomb
and Rice codes, and prove a bound on its e ectiveness. For simplicity, in this discussion
we assume the use of Rice coding because it is easier to implement and faster than
Golomb coding, and because it gives fewer parameter values to choose from; the extra
code length introduced is very small.
A common method of obtaining and transmitting coding parameters in algorithms
that use Rice coding [55] is to divide the data into blocks, and for each block to compute
the code lengths that would be obtained using each of a set of reasonable parameter
values and output the best parameter value as side information. The problems with
this approach are the delay at the start of each block and the need to send the block
parameter value as side information.
Rather than assuming that the parameter is constant over an arbitrary block of
data, we make the more reasonable assumption that it is the same for data in similar contexts. It might be possible to adaptively estimate the mean and variance of
the distribution of encoded values for each context and then to select the best- tting
exponential distribution, but we have found a more straightforward method.
For each context we maintain a cumulative total, for each reasonable Rice parameter
value k, of the code length we would have if we had used parameter k to encode all
values encountered so far in the context. Then we simply use the parameter with the
smallest cumulative code length to encode the next value encountered in the context.
Both in theory and in practice we quickly converge to good parameter estimates.
We now analyze the code lengths obtained by using this parameter estimation
method. We assume that the source probabilities follow a geometric distribution,
given by pn = p0(1 ? p0 )n, where pn is the probability that symbol n occurs. We also
assume that p0 has a xed but unknown value. For each non-negative integer value k
of the coding parameter, we de ne
k

= (1 ? p0)2k :

We de ne random variable lk to be the code length for one symbol encoded using
parameter value k, and we de ne random variable dk to be lk+1 ? lk . When we are
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using parameter k, the 2k smallest values (0 to 2k ? 1) require k +1 bits each to encode,
the next 2k values require k + 2 bits, and so on, the number of bits increasing by 1
every 2k values. From this we can nd the values of dk (n), the code length di erence
for encoding symbol n. The value of dk (n) is 1 for 0  n < 2k ; it is 0 for the next 2k+1
values of n; then it decreases by 1 every 2k+1 values. The aggregate probability of the
symbols for which dk = 1 can be shown to be 1 ? k; for dk =   0 the probability
is k?2+1(1 ? k2). Using these probabilities, we nd that the expected value of dk ,
denoted by dk , is given by

dk = E(dk ) = 1 ? 1 ?k 2 ;
k

and that the variance of dk , denoted by k2, is given by
2
k2 = Var(dk ) = k (1(1?? k 2+)2 k ) :
k
Forpa given value of p0, we nd that E(
p lk ) = E(lk+1) (that is, E(dk ) = 0) when
k = ( 5 ? 1)=2  0:618. (This value, ( 5 ? 1)=2, denoted by '^, is ' ? 1 = 1=',
where ' is the golden ratio.) The values k determine the critical values of p0 where
the best parameter choice changes from k to k + 1. It is remarkable that this analysis
holds for all values of k.
For now we restrict our choice to two parameter values, k and k + 1, presumed
to be the two best choices for the current value of p0 . We assume that k is the best
choice; similar reasoning applies if k + 1 is optimal. At any point our algorithm may
choose the worse of the parameter values, but
p we now show that to code a sequence
of N symbols, we use on average at most O( N ) bits more than the average number
used by the best parameter.
p
We note p
that since k+1 = k2 and k?1 = k , the value of k satis es the relation
'^2  k  '^ when k is the optimal parameter value. Throughout this range, the
standard
deviation of dk is bounded by a small constant s  2:117, the value when
p
k = '^.
As we proceed in the coding, the average value of the cumulative di erence Dt between the code lengths for the two candidate parameters
will increase linearly. At rst,
p
when its expected value is not large (up to O( N )), the actual value will sometimes
be negative, causing our algorithm to select thep wrong parameter; but in this range the
total expected excess code length is only O( N ). Eventually the average di erence
becomes large enough that choosing the wrong parameter becomes very unlikely, the
low probability canceling
p the potentially larger number of incorrect choices. The net
e ect is an excess of O( N ) bits. We formalize this reasoning in the following theorem.
Theorem 6 For a stationary source whose probability distribution is given by pn =
p0(1 ? p0)n , using our parameter selection algorithm in conjunction with Rice coding
gives an expected code length
p that exceeds the expected code length given by the optimal
parameter by at most O( N ) bits.
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Proof : We
p de ne Dt to be the cumulative sum of random variable dk up to time t. We
let  = s N , where s is the maximum standard deviation of dk in the range of interest,
and we let T be the number of symbols needed until E(DT ) = Tdk becomes . Up
to symbol T , even if pwe always choose the wrong parameter the total expected excess
code length is only s N , by de nition.
We divide the remaining symbols into intervals of length T . In the interval from rT
to (r +1)T , we will choose the wrong parameter only when Dt < 0. Since the expected
di erence is r at the beginning of the interval and increases within
p the interval,pand the
standard deviation of Dt throughout the interval is less than s (r + 1)T  s N = ,
we see that Dt becomes negative only if its value is more than r= = r standard
deviations away from its mean. By Chebyshev's inequality, the probability of this
happening is at most 1=r2. Hence the expected number of times we choose the wrong
parameter in the interval is at most T=r2 . The average excess code length when we
choose the wrong parameter is dk = =T , so the expected excess for the interval is at
most =r2. We sum this excess over all intervals, and nd the total to be
N=T
1 1
X
X 
2 = 2 spN:
<

=

2
2
6 6
r=1 r
r=1 r
Including the excess for the rst interval, we see that the total expected number of
excess bits over all N input symbols is less than
2!
p
p

s N 1 + 6 = O( N ):
2
The constant factor on the bound can be improved by better tail estimates. We omit
the proof that parameters other than the two closest to optimal contribute a negligible
amount to the excess code length.
Our theorem bounds the average excess code length used by our algorithm. We
expect that it can be extended by an introduction of randomness to arbitrary individual
sequences, showing that withphigh probability our method gives a code length for an
arbitrary sequence within O( N ) bits of that produced by using the best value of the
parameter on that sequence.

Applications of the parameter estimation technique

The parameter estimation technique described here makes it possible to use Golomb
or Rice coding as an alternative to arithmetic or Hu man coding in almost any setting
requiring adaptive modeling. All that is required is that the events to be encoded be
arranged in approximately descending order of probability. In the image compression
system described in Section 3.5, the ordering is the natural one due to the exponential
distribution of prediction errors, while the fast PPM method described in Section 4.4
maintains event lists in frequency count order. In other applications it is possible
to maintain approximate ordering by using heuristics such as move-to-front (move an
event to the head of the list whenever it occurs) or transpose (move an event up one
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place in the list whenever it occurs). In all cases the only extra storage required is that
needed for the cumulative counts for the possible parameter values in each context.
Golomb and Rice coding give the fast, exible modeling obtained with arithmetic
coding without the time-consuming arithmetic. They give faster coding even than
Hu man coding because of the especially simple pre x codes involved, and adaptive
modeling is possible without the complicated data structure manipulations required
in dynamic Hu man coding. The main drawback to Golomb and Rice coding is the
limited class of distributions that can be modeled exactly, but even this is not a serious
problem (unless one event's probability is close to 1) because the probabilities of the
more probable events will be estimated fairly well.
The parameter estimation technique described here can be used to adaptively estimate any modeling parameter. Most compression techniques can be improved by
allowing tweaking of modeling parameters, but end users can be confused by a multiplicity of choices. Our technique permits hiding the tweaking within the program,
and gives rapid convergence to good parameter values, at least for sources that can be
modeled by stationary distributions.

2.4 Parallel coding
The increasing availability of massively parallel computing architectures and the enormous volume of scienti c data being produced make parallel data compression a natural
subject of research. In [30] we present general-purpose algorithms for encoding and
decoding using both Hu man and quasi-arithmetic coding, and apply them to the
problem of lossless compression of high-resolution grayscale images.
Our system for lossless image compression described in Chapter 3 has four components: pixel sequence, prediction, error modeling, and coding. In Section 3.4 we
describe MLP, a multi-level progressive method for lossless image compression. We
shall see that the prediction and error modeling steps of MLP can be easily parallelized. In this section we show that the coding step can also be done in parallel.
A distinguishing characteristic of compression algorithms is the need to maintain
decodability: the encoder may use only information that will be available to the decoder. Since we are considering the case where we wish to do both encoding and
decoding in parallel, the location of bits in the encoded le must be computable by the
decoding processors before they begin decoding.
The main requirement for our parallel coder is that the model for each event is
known ahead of time. It is not necessary for each event to have the same model. In the
MLP algorithm, the prediction error at each pixel is modeled as a random variate from
an appropriate distribution with zero mean; the variance of the distribution is estimated
by the error modeler. We then use a statistical coder to encode the error with respect to
the distribution with the given variance. The distribution family is chosen so that the
variance is the only parameter of the distribution, and the code length is not sensitive to
small di erences in the estimated variance, so we can select a small number of variances
(fewer than 50) and precompute a distribution (and perhaps a code) for each of them.
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Thus each event is encoded using a xed known code, satisfying our requirement. In
Section 2.4.1 we develop a parallel encoder and decoder for the simpler Hu man codes;
in Section 2.4.2 we extend our coders to quasi-arithmetic coding. The parallel Hu man
algorithm can be applied directly to any pre x codes, including Golomb and Rice codes.
We use the PRAM model of parallel computation; the number of processors is p.
We allow concurrent reading of the parallel memory, and limited concurrent writing,
to a single one-bit register, which we call the completion register. It is initialized to 0
at the beginning of each time step; during the time step any number of processors (or
none at all) may write 1 to it. We assume that n events are to be coded; in MLP these
would be the n pixels of a level.
The basic problem in parallel coding is to encode the values of n events in parallel,
in such a way that they can be decoded in parallel. The values of the events become
available simultaneously at the beginning of encoding. The values may come from
di erent probability distributions, but all the probability distributions become available
at the same time as the events' values. The main issue is in dealing with the di erences
in code lengths of di erent events. For simplicity we do not consider input data routing.

2.4.1 Parallel Hu man coding

We now develop the basic parallel coding algorithms using Hu man coding. In practice
Hu man coding is often the best choice for statistical coding, since the resulting codes
are usually close to optimal and they can be very fast if implemented by table lookups.
Because Hu man codes are instantaneous, coding is simpli ed: the code bits for all
events are disjoint and independent.

Codeword-length coding

One simple approach involves assigning one event to each processor and noting that
each encoding processor can easily compute the code length of its event. By a single
pre x operation each processor can compute the location of its code bits in the output
stream; it can then write them directly. When all processors have nished, a new event
is assigned to each processor. This method works if the decoding is to be sequential;
in fact it produces the same coded output as a sequential encoder. Parallel decoding
is dicult, since the decoding processors cannot easily determine the lengths or the
starting locations of the output codewords, although in fact, De Agostino and Storer
[11] show that this can be done by assigning processors to encoded bits.

Bit-transpose coding

We can achieve decodability by rearranging (transposing) the output bits. Instead of
outputting all bits for the rst event, then all bits for the second, and so on, we output
the rst bit for each event in the rst time step, then the second bit for each event
in the second time step, and so on. After each time step, we can determine whether
any codes are complete by having all completing processors concurrently write a 1 to
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P4

11
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Figure 2.3: Parallel reallocation coding. There are four processors, P1; . . . ; P4 and 12
events, 1,. . .,12. Initially three events are assigned to each processor. The rst phase
ends when processor P3 nishes event 9 after 4 time steps; each processor has output 4
bits by this time. Events 3 and 10 have been partially encoded; they remain assigned
to processors P1 and P4 ; the untouched events are reassigned to balance the remaining
load. The second phase ends one time unit later, when P2 nishes event 6 and P4
nishes event 10. The in-progress event (11) temporarily remains assigned to P3 ; the
untouched event (12) is \reassigned" to P1; then since P2 is inactive, P3's processing is
shifted to P2 . Events 11 and 12 are nished in the last time step.
the completion register. If any codes are complete, the corresponding processors no
longer produce output; output from the remaining processors is shifted accordingly
by a pre x operation. This code can be decoded in parallel: each decoding processor
can determine when the code for its event is complete, and the same concurrent write
and pre x operation can determine where the remaining processors are to obtain their
next bits. When all processors have completed their output, a new event is assigned to
each processor. If there is one processor for each event, this method makes good use
of available processors. The diculty lies in the time-consuming pre x operation that
must be performed after every time step in which a processor nishes.

Reallocation coding

If the number of processors is much less than the number of events, we can reduce the
number of pre x operations by allowing each processor to begin working on another
event as soon as it has completed an event. First we distribute the n events equally
among the p processors. For analysis we assume that the allocation is random.
During processing, we follow the bit-transpose protocol of Section 2.4.1: at each
time step each processor writes a single bit to a location that will be known to both
encoder and decoder. When a processor nishes outputting the code for one event, it
goes on to the next event allocated to it, even though other processors are still working
on earlier events. Code lookup is assumed to be fast: the codes are small enough that
the full code can be stored in each processor's memory, or perhaps distributed among
small groups of nearby processors. When one processor nishes all its allocated events,
it indicates this fact by writing 1 to the completion register. When the completion
register is 1, the output process is interrupted. At this time the events allocated
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to other processors fall into three categories: completed, in-progress, and untouched.
In-progress events remain assigned to their current processors; untouched events are
distributed evenly among the processors. Processing of the reallocated events then
continues until the next time that a processor nishes all its allocated events. Toward
the end of processing, the number of remaining events will become less than the number
of available processors. At this point we deactivate processors, making the number of
active processors equal to the number of remaining events. We then revert to the
bit-transpose method of Section 2.4.1. The entire process is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Analysis of parallel Hu man coding

We analyze the time required by the parallel algorithm. We assume that in one time
unit each processor can output one bit, and that a pre x operation, as required for
reallocation, takes 2dlog2 pt e time units, where pt is the number of active processors at
time t. We denote the number of bits in the longest single code word by L, and the
average number of bits per event by H .
We can easily show that the time required for bit output is between dnH=pe and
dnH=pe + L. The processors are operating at full eciency until there are fewer events
than processors, using at most dnH=pe time units. At that time no processor has more
than L bits remaining, so no more than L additional time units are needed. It is clear
that even if the processors can operate at full eciency, they require at least dnH=pe
time units.
The more interesting analysis concerns the number of reallocations required. We
de ne a phase to be the period between reallocations. Early phases are those which
take place while the number of events is greater than the number of processors; late
phases are those needed to code the nal p or fewer events. We bound the number of
reallocations needed in the following theorem.
Theorem 7 When coding n events using p processors, the number of reallocations
needed by the reallocation coding algorithm is at most L log 2 (2n=p) in the worst case.
Proof : We de ne a superphase to be the time needed to halve the number of remaining
events. Consider the rst superphase. The number of events assigned to each processor
ranges from n=p in the rst phase down to n=2p in the last. At least one processor
completes all its events in each phase; such a processor must output at least one bit
per event, since all code words in a Hu man code have at least one bit. This processor
(and hence all processors) thus output at least n=2p bits in each phase, making a total
of at least n=2 bits output in each phase. The total number of bits that must be output
in the rst superphase is at most nL=2, so the number of phases in the rst superphase
is at most L.
The same reasoning holds for all superphases. The number of superphases needed
to reduce the number of remaining events from n to p is log2(n=p), so the number
of phases needed is just L log2(n=p). Once p or fewer events remain, we fall back to
bit-transpose coding, which may require L late phases, so the total number of phases
needed is at most L log2(2n=p).
2
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Parallel Hu man coding in practice

We have simulated parallel Hu man compression for a set of 21 Landsat Thematic
Mapper 8-bit grayscale images; the images are described in Section 3.6. We simulate
only the last level of coding (n = 131;072 pixels) for each image, using p = 4;096
processors. Theorem 7 shows that at most 6L reallocations are needed for these parameters.
For our test images, the number of early phases is at most 7, the average being 5:6.
It usually happens, however, that the remaining code lengths take on many of the
possible possible values, so the number of late phases is large. The average value of L
in the simulations is 23:7, and the average number of late phases is 13:7.
To improve compression time, we must reduce the number of phases. Using the
variability index technique described in Section 3.4.2, we can more evenly balance the
output bits among the processors. The result is a reduction in the number of early
phases for most of the images; a few stayed the same. The average falls to 4:6. The
number of late phases is essentially una ected.
By reducing L, the length of the longest code, we can reduce the number of late
phases. We can do this by substituting a special IGNORE code for the codes of events
longer than a certain threshold . These long events must then be transmitted separately. There are not very many of them and their code lengths are long, so we lose
very little compression eciency by sending them unencoded at the end of encoding;
this is easy to do in parallel after a pre x operation to assign long events to processors.
The IGNORE code itself can be of length . In simulations with  = 10 using the
variability index technique, the average number of late phases falls to 9:1. The average
loss in compression is only 196 bytes.
We can further reduce the number of early phases by performing local reallocations.
Instead of using time 2dlog2 pte to reallocate all untouched events when one processor
completes its events, we can arrange local exchanges between neighboring processors,
thus lengthening the time between full reallocations.

2.4.2 Parallel quasi-arithmetic coding

Hu man coding is nearly optimal in that it produces an average code length close to
the entropy of the source model used for coding. Its suboptimality can be appreciable,
however, whenever one input event has a probability near 1. In image compression,
this happens when the variance of the model's distribution is small, in which case the
zero-error event has high probability. For example, when the variance of a Laplace
distribution is less than 1:04, the probability of a zero error is more than 0:5; when the
variance is less than 0:26, the probability of a zero error is more than 0:75.
When Hu man coding is inadequate, we can turn to arithmetic coding. In particular, we use the multi-symbol-alphabet version of quasi-arithmetic coding. Since
quasi-arithmetic coding can be viewed as a generalization of Hu man coding, the extension of the parallel Hu man algorithm is natural.
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We can apply the reallocation coding protocol of Section 2.4.1 directly to quasiarithmetic coding. The only complication arises when the last event of a processor's
allocation leaves the processor in a state other than the starting state. We deal with
this by providing each processor with one additional \event," to be encoded after the
last allocated event has been encoded. This event is designed to force the processor
back to the starting state by the output of a small number of bits. (Often just one bit
is required.)
Example 13 : If we were using the three-symbol code in Example 12, and if the last
symbol to be output by a processor (starting in state S0) were B , we would output 00;
then we would have to force the processor back to state S0. This can be done by
outputting 1 or 01; of course we would choose the shorter string. Without the extra
bit, the decoder would not know whether the last symbol was B or C , since the codes
for both of them begin with 00. After reading the 1 and decoding B , the decoder
would know that the processor had no more data to encode, so it would not attempt
any further decoding.
2
In e ect, we have a number of arithmetically coded output streams; we have to
solve the end-of- le problem for each of them. It is not dicult, merely a nuisance.
(A simpler solution, reverting to a Hu man code for the last event of a processor's
allocation, does not work: toward the end of processing, an event with a long code
may become a processor's last event through reallocation, even though it was not the
last when the processor began working on it. This happened to event 10 in the example
of Figure 2.3.)
The algorithm for parallel quasi-arithmetic coding is as follows:
1. We assign each event to a processor, assigning the same number of events to
each processor. The events may be assigned randomly or, even better, we may
attempt to give each processor approximately the same number of bits to output,
as discussed in Section 3.4.2.
2. Each processor proceeds sequentially through its assigned events, writing one
bit to a preassigned location at each time step. If a processor completes all its
assigned events, and it is in the starting state, it writes 1 to the completion
register. If a completing processor is not in the starting state, it begins the
nishing-up procedure described above. After nishing up, it writes 1 to the
completion register (unless a reallocation has taken place, giving the processor
more events to work on).
3. When the completion register becomes 1, processing is interrupted for event reallocation. Events currently being processed remain with their current processor.
The untouched events are divided among all the processors. Processors that have
begun but not completed the nishing-up procedure must complete the procedure.
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4. If a reallocation leaves any processors with no events and no nishing up to do,
those processors are deactivated. We perform a pre x operation on the remaining
events to determine the location of each processor's next output bit.
After reallocation, we return to Step 2, and repeat until no events remain.

Parallel coding summary

We have shown that ecient parallel lossless compression and decompression is feasible,
using either Hu man coding or, more surprisingly, quasi-arithmetic coding; we have
presented algorithms and analysis. Our algorithm uses randomization to limit the
number of reallocations. For images, the variability index technique of Section 3.4.2
provides sucient balancing of output bits to obviate randomization. The ideas of this
section apply to any compression problem in which the model needed to encode each
event is xed ahead of time.

a
3

LOSSLESS IMAGE COMPRESSION

L

ossless compression of images, in which the compression is completely re-

versible and the original data can be reconstructed exactly, is required in several elds,
including space science, medical imaging, and nondestructive testing of materials. In
each of these elds the features of interest in the images have characteristics similar to
noise, so any lossy method that removes noise may also remove meaningful data. The
image compression techniques discussed in this chapter are all lossless. It should be
noted that the data being compressed is usually quantized analog data. The quantization process makes the data inherently lossy, but our methods introduce no additional
loss.
One of our lossless techniques is progressive, meaning that we can use a small part
of the losslessly encoded data to recover a lossy version of the original data; thus a user
can browse the lossy data prior to obtaining the full lossless data.
In Section 3.1 we present a new four-component paradigm for lossless image compression; in Section 3.2 we describe a general method for coding prediction errors using
arithmetic coding. In Sections 3.3 through 3.5 we give details of three lossless image
compression systems; two of them are designed for high compression eciency, while
the third is designed for speed. In Section 3.6 we detail experiments showing that our
methods improve on other methods in the literature.

3.1 A paradigm for lossless image compression
Our approach to lossless image compression is to develop practical, ecient compression algorithms with a sound theoretical basis and to prove rigorous guarantees of
compression performance. We concentrate equally on encoding and decoding; in fact,
most parts of our programs are common to both processes.
Lossless compression of high resolution images presents a unique set of challenges.
Although considerable research has been done on lossless compression of text, we nd
that the usual techniques for text compression are not e ective for lossless image compression. All good methods for text compression found to date [7,9,45,79,80] involve
47
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some form of moderately high-order exact string matching. Images, however, are twodimensional, so the contexts are more complicated than for one-dimensional strings. In
addition, images are typically quantized analog data, and the exact matches needed for
high-order modeling are only rarely found in the data. Lempel and Ziv [40] have presented a method for two-dimensional dictionary based coding that uses a space- lling
curve for its pixel sequence, and Sheinwald, Lempel, and Ziv [68] give another dictionary method that covers the image with repeated rectangles of various sizes. These
methods can be proven asymptotically optimal for images generated by nite state
sources, but their practical usefulness appears to be limited.
Our work on lossless data compression revolves around a paradigm we have developed [26] that separates the process into the following four components:
 Pixel sequence. Careful selection of the pixel processing order can permit progressive compression, parallel computation, and improved compression eciency.
 Prediction. Accurate prediction of pixel values based on the values of previously
coded pixels allows us to encode only the prediction errors, leading to a great
saving of code length. Predictive coding is the basis for almost all lossless image
compression techniques.
 Error modeling. Precise characterization of the errors inherent in the prediction
process gives us a model that can be used e ectively by a statistical coder.
 Statistical coding. Arithmetic coding allows us to obtain optimal average code
length; Hu man coding and quasi-arithmetic coding give almost optimal compression with considerably faster running times. Golomb and Rice coding run
even faster while sacri cing only small amounts of compression eciency.
In our methods, we obtain lossless image compression by iterating the four-step
coding process. We choose a pixel p (with intensity Ap); we make a prediction Pp of
the pixel's intensity and compute the prediction error p = Ap ? Pp; then we model the
prediction error by estimating the parameters of the distribution from which it came;
nally we encode p using the estimated distribution. We can then use the actual
intensity for predicting other pixels, since the decoder can reconstruct the actual value
from the prediction and the coded di erence.
In our two high-compression methods the prediction is a linear combination of the
intensities of pixels whose intensities are already known. Our methods di er in the
sequence in which pixels are coded, the speci c prediction function, and the method
of estimating variances. In Section 3.3, we describe our prediction by partial precision
matching method (PPPM), a context-based method with approximate matches. PPPM
encodes an image in raster-scan order, predicting with a two-point average; variance
estimation of each pixel is based on a context of nearby pixels, allowing for inexact
matches in a novel way. In Section 3.4 we describe our multi-level progressive method
(MLP). It uses a many-point interpolation function for prediction; a number of di erent
methods are available for variance estimation. PPPM gives compression similar to that
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of MLP, but it is not progressive. In Section 3.5 we take a di erent approach, combining
the prediction and error modeling steps in a fast raster-scan method, named FELICS,
for fast, ecient lossless image compression system.
Most of the output code length comes from the error encoding. We form a probabilistic model for the errors and use arithmetic coding to encode the errors eciently
with respect to the model. For good compression we want the model to assign as high
a probability as possible to the prediction error that actually occurs at each pixel.
To obtain this, rst we need a good predictor, one whose errors have a small variance so that only a few error values are likely and the probability of each is high. In
addition, we need a good model for the errors, so that the arithmetic coder is using
realistic probabilities. Prediction errors for images have traditionally been considered
to be distributed according to a Laplace distribution with zero mean, although we
show in Section 3.4.2 that this assumption is not always valid. To obtain a realistic
model based on Laplace distributions we need a good estimate of the variance of the
errors. Too high a variance allocates too much probability (and code space) to large,
unlikely errors, while too low an estimate assigns too little probability to errors that
actually occur. For each pixel we estimate the variance and choose one of a number of
precomputed Laplace distributions.
To keep the code length short, we prefer that the error modeling be done implicitly,
with no need to transmit side information about the models used. Of course, any
computations used in modeling the error for encoding must be computable by the
decoder as well.

3.2 Error modeling and coding
It has long been accepted that, for most images, prediction errors can be closely approximated by a Laplace (or symmetric exponential) distribution [24,34,47,48]. In
particular, the distribution of prediction errors is sharply peaked at zero, which is
characteristic of the Laplace distribution but not of the normal distribution (see Figure 3.1).
For our prediction methods, we similarly nd that prediction errors closely follow
the Laplace distribution, at least on an image-wide basis. The probability density
function of the Laplace distribution with mean  and variance 2 is given by
0 s
1
1
2
f;2 (x) = p 2 exp @? 2 jx ? jA :
2
We assume that  = 0, and we de ne the discrete probability mass function by
1
0 s
Z k+1=2 1
2
(3.1)
p2 (k) = 1 p 2 exp @? 2 jxjA dx:
k? =2 2
We can use the usual entropy formula to compute the average code length H (in bits
per pixel) required to optimally encode a sequence of random variates taken from a
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of Laplace and normal distributions,  = 5.
Laplace distribution with mean 0 and variance 2:
X
H = ?p2 (k) log2 p2 (k):
k

(3:2)

If we use probabilities computed from Equation (3.1) to encode random variates from a
Laplace distribution with variance 12 6= 2, the average code length will be longer than
the ideal code length, but if the variances are close, the extra code length will be small.
The actual average code length L obtained by using a discrete Laplace distribution
with mean 0 and variance 2 to encode random variates from a Laplace distribution
with mean 0 and variance 12 is given by
X
L = ?p12 (k) log2 p2 (k):
(3.3)
k

By appropriate coder design using Equations (3.2) and (3.3), we can place a limit on
the average extra code length.

3.2.1 Precomputation of the distributions

For maximum compression we will use arithmetic coding. We wish to obtain probabilities to pass to the arithmetic coder without excessive computation. To this end, we
select a closely-spaced set of variances, with the idea of encoding a prediction error by
using the closest variance from the set. We use Equation (3.1) to compute the Laplace
distribution probabilities corresponding to each variance, and build these variances and
distributions into both the encoder and the decoder. By careful choice of the set of
variances, we can guarantee that the average extra code length due to using an approximate variance will always be less than any given amount. Only 37 variances and
distributions are needed to ensure that the coding loss caused by the approximation is
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Variance
Variance
Range
Used
0.005 { 0.023 0.016
0.023 { 0.043 0.033
0.043 { 0.070 0.056
0.070 { 0.108 0.088
0.108 { 0.162 0.133
0.162 { 0.239 0.198
0.239 { 0.348 0.290
0.348 { 0.502 0.419
0.502 { 0.718 0.602
0.718 { 1.023 0.859
1.023 { 1.450 1.221
1.726
1.450 { 2.046
2.046 { 2.882 2.433
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Variance
Variance
Variance
Variance
Range
Used
Range
Used
2.882{ 4.053 3.422
165.814{ 232.441 195.569
4.053{ 5.693 4.809
232.441{ 326.578 273.929
5.693{ 7.973 6.747
326.578{ 459.143 384.722
7.973{ 11.170 9.443
459.143{ 645.989 540.225
11.170{ 15.627 13.219
645.989{ 910.442 759.147
15.627{ 21.874 18.488
910.442{ 1285.348 1068.752
21.874{ 30.635 25.875 1285.348{ 1816.634 1506.524
30.635{ 42.911 36.235 1816.634{ 2574.021 2125.419
42.911{ 60.123 50.715 2574.021{ 3663.589 3007.133
60.123{ 84.237 71.021 3663.589{ 5224.801 4267.734
84.237{118.157 99.506 5224.801{ 7247.452 6070.918
118.157{165.814 139.489 7247.452{10195.990 8550.934

Table 3.1: Laplace distribution variances to guarantee coding loss of less than 0.005
bit per pixel.
less than 0.005 bit per pixel, a barely measurable quantity. The variances and variance
ranges are listed in Table 3.1. Note that exactly the same procedure can be used for
normal distributions as well as other distributions in the generalized symmetric exponential family described in Section 3.4.2. The idea of a limited number of variances is
similar in spirit to the -partition idea of Section 2.2.
Example : To encode a prediction error when we estimate that  2 = 2, we use the 12th
line of Table 3.1 (highlighted in bold face), since 1:450 < 2 < 2:046; thus we use the
precomputed Laplace distribution with 2 = 1:726. The optimal average code length
for Laplace random variates with 2 = 2 is 2.484 bits per sample; by using the discrete
Laplace distribution with 2 = 1:726 we achieve an average code length of 2.488 bits
per sample, within 0.004 bits per sample of the optimal length.
2

3.2.2 Coding the error

Once we have prepared the probability distributions, arithmetic coding allows us to do
the coding without diculty. Given any discrete probability distribution, we can use
arithmetic coding to encode random variates from that distribution with
an average
P
code length almost exactly equal to the entropy of the distribution, k ?pk log2 pk ;
the extra code length introduced in the coding process is provably small, as shown in
Section 2.1.4. Unlike Hu man coding, arithmetic coding performs well even when one
of the probabilities is close to 1.
To encode a prediction error p (presumed to be a random variate from a Laplace
distribution with zero mean and a given estimated variance), we select the \nearest"
distribution according to Table 3.1, that is, the one that minimizes the average extra
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Figure 3.2: PPPM prediction and variance estimation contexts. When PPPM, proceeding in raster scan order, reaches the pixel marked , the pixel values at all the
circled points (marked , , and ) are known. The intensity values of two pixels
indicated by are used to predict the value of the pixel, and the prediction errors
at the four pixels marked and are used to estimate the variance to be used for
encoding the prediction error.
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code length. We then simply use arithmetic coding to encode p according to the
distribution selected.

3.3 PPPM: prediction by partial precision
matching
The success of high-order, context-based methods for text compression naturally leads
us to consider similar ideas for lossless image compression. We present a method similar
in spirit to the prediction by partial matching method (PPM) of Cleary and Witten
[7], but with a signi cant di erence. PPM encodes each input symbol using the longest
context in which the symbol has already occurred, up to a speci ed maximum length.
For image compression this method as presented is not completely satisfactory: the
main problem is that the exactly-repeated strings that make text compression possible
are not present in images. Our solution is a new way of detecting approximate twodimensional matches, eminently suited for image compression. We call this method
prediction by partial precision matching, or PPPM.
PPPM encodes an image in raster-scan order. We separate the coding process into
prediction, variance estimation, and error coding. For prediction we use a simple linear
combination of a few nearby pixels. For variance estimation we attempt to make use of
previous occurrences of the current context; however, instead of trying to maximize the
size of the matching context as in PPM, we use a small, xed-size context and focus on
the closeness of the match. If we fail to nd enough previous occurrences of the exact
current context, we relax the exactness constraint, ignoring the least signi cant bit of
each of the context pixels. If we still cannot nd a match, we ignore the next signi cant
bits until we nally nd an approximate \context" that has occurred enough times; we
use the statistics of that context to estimate the variance.
The prediction context and the variance estimation contexts need not be the same.
In our implementation (see Figure 3.2) we use two pixels for prediction, the one immediately above and the one immediately to the left of the pixel being coded; the context
consists of the intensity values of the predicting pixels. For variance estimation we
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use a four-pixel -shaped neighborhood consisting of the three pixels above and the
one immediately to the left of the pixel being coded; the context consists of the errors
previously made in predicting the values of the pixels.
It is possible to use four or even eight surrounding pixels for prediction. If this
is done for each pixel, we can reconstruct the image exactly if we are given the raw
intensity value of just one pixel by solve a large set of sparse linear equations. However in practice this modi cation is dicult to implement because it requires careful
attention to numerical issues. In addition it requires signi cantly more computation
and achieves only marginally better compression.

3.3.1 Description of the PPPM algorithm

The encoding algorithm proceeds in raster-scan order. We encode each pixel p as
follows:
1. We make a prediction Pp using the prediction context, and compute the prediction
error p = Ap ? Pp.
2. We repeat the following steps as many times as necessary to estimate the variance:
(a) We construct a key, based on the prediction errors of the pixels in the
variance estimation context.
(b) We search (using a hash table) for previous occurrences of the key.
(c) If we nd enough previous occurrences, we use the error statistics of those
occurrences to obtain an estimated mean p and variance p2 for the prediction error of the pixel; we leave the variance-estimation loop.
(d) If we do not nd enough previous occurrences, we drop one low-order bit
from the prediction errors of the pixels in the variance estimation context.
3. We encode p ? p as described in Section 3.2.
4. We update the statistics for one or more of the contexts just examined.
Decoding is very similar. We now examine the steps in more detail.

Prediction

In our current implementation, we predict a pixel's intensity by the rounded arithmetic
mean of the intensities of the two pixels in the prediction context. At the top and
left edges we simply use a single pixel's intensity. Our prediction in this method is
admittedly very simple; a more sophisticated extrapolation function would give reduced
error variances and improved compression. It does not suce, however, simply to
average more nearby pixels: using the average of the four pixels in the -shaped
neighborhood gives worse compression than the two-pixel neighborhood that we use.
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Variance estimation

As noted above, we construct \contexts" of decreasing precision based on the previously
computed prediction errors of the four pixels in the variance estimation context. (We
could use intensity values, but in practice using error values works slightly better.)
Since we are using errors rather than intensities, we have to deal with negative values;
we use a signed-magnitude representation, the sign being associated with the most
signi cant nonzero bit.
Example: Using 8 \bits," we represent ?5 and +10 as follows:

?5

+10

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
+1

?1

0

0
1

1
0

2

We follow the procedure described above to nd a context that has occurred enough
times to allow a satisfactory estimate of the variance of prediction errors made in that
context. In practice, a context's statistics are unreliable until the context has occurred
10 or 15 times; we set the default threshold at 12. For the selected context we compute
the mean p and the variance p2 of its previous occurrences for use in the coding step.

Encoding the error

We adjust p by subtracting p to re ect the context's mean prediction error, and we
encode the result as described in Section 3.2.

Updating the statistics

Each pixel occurs in a number of variance estimation \contexts" of di erent precisions.
Instead of updating each of them, we adopt a \lazy update" rule that saves time and
gives better variance estimates. After coding each pixel we update the statistics for at
most two contexts, the one used for coding and, if possible, the one with one additional
bit of precision.

3.4 MLP: a multi-level progressive method
Our second image coding method, the multi-level progressive method (MLP), has the
advantages that it is progressive and can be parallelized. By \progressive," we mean
that the image is encoded in levels ; the rst level corresponds to a very highly compressed and very lossy encoding, and each successive level provides more detail, until
ultimately the encoding is completely lossless. Truncating the encoded le will result
in lossy compression of the entire image, rather than exact compression of part of the
image. A progressive method allows an end user to browse an image without having to decode much of the encoded data; if more detail is desired, the image can be
successively re ned as more of the encoded data is decoded. An excellent survey of
progressive techniques appears in [71].
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Figure 3.3: MLP last level prediction neighborhood. Before MLP processes its last
level, the pixel values at the circled points (marked and ) are known. The pixels
indicated by are used to predict the value of the pixel at the center, marked . All
unmarked pixels will also be predicted during the last level.
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The prediction step of MLP can be done completely in parallel by the encoder,
and with a high degree of parallelism by the decoder; the coding step can be done in
parallel as described in Section 2.4.
We encode the le in a series of levels, each level including twice as many pixels as
the previous one. As we begin to encode each level, the pixels with known values are on
the lattice points of a square grid. Using only the values of pixels on the lattice points,
we predict the value of the pixel at the midpoint of each grid square, and encode the
prediction error. (The decoder can make the same prediction, and hence it can use the
decoded error to reconstruct the original value.) After all pixels in the level have been
encoded, the set of known pixels forms a checkerboard pattern; by rotating and scaling
the coordinate system we obtain a new squarep grid of pixels with known values, with
the distance between adjacent pixels only 1= 2 as much as before. Figure 3.3 shows
the pixels involved in coding the last level.
Clearly the method is progressive: each level gives us the value of pixels selected
uniformly from the entire image. For example, just before encoding the last level, we
know the values of half the pixels of the image, in a checkerboard pattern over the
whole image. If we stopped the encoding at that point, the decoder could compute the
known pixels, and use the prediction function to interpolate the remaining pixels. In
practice, even interpolating after skipping the last two levels (3=4 of the pixels in the
image) leaves us with an image virtually indistinguishable from the original.
The time-consuming step in this method is prediction (not arithmetic coding), and
the predictions are easy to parallelize. The set of predicting pixels for a given pixel is
xed at the beginning of coding, so for encoding we could even use one processor per
pixel to predict in constant parallel time. Since the predictions made during decoding
depend on values obtained at earlier levels, only the pixels at a given level can be
predicted in parallel; the parallel prediction time for decoding an n  n image is still
small, proportional to the number of levels, 2 log2 n. The coding can be done in parallel
as described in Section 2.4.
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1
256
? 2569
? 2569
1
256

? 2569 ? 2569
81
256
81
256
? 2569

81
256
81
256
? 2569

1
256
? 2569
? 2569
1
256

Table 3.2: Coecients used in MLP for 16-point midpoint polynomial interpolation.
Precursors of MLP, which use much simpler predictors and less sophisticated variance estimation, are developed in [21,35,70]. A rotating coordinate system appears in
[14,64].

3.4.1 Description of the MLP algorithm

In the MLP algorithm, the pixels in an image are divided into levels, each level having
twice as many pixels as the preceding one. The pixels in a level are arranged in a
(possibly rotated) checkerboard pattern. Within a level we apply three operations to
each pixel:
1. We predict the pixel's intensity based on the intensities of other nearby pixels known from earlier levels, and compute the prediction error (the di erence
between the actual and predicted values).
2. We nd an appropriate model for the prediction error, consisting of a probability
distribution and an estimated variance.
3. We encode the prediction error using the estimated model in conjunction with a
statistical coder, such as arithmetic coding.
Decoding is very similar.
For MLP we have chosen a pixel sequence based on the rotating coordinate system.
That is, after all the pixels in a level have been
p coded, we rotate the coordinate system
by 45 degrees and scale it by a factor of 1= 2. In practice we do this by alternating
between diagonal and axis-parallel coordinate systems, reducing the step size at each
level.
It is necessary to deal with startup and edge e ects, when the points that should
be used as predictors are not present in the image. Because of the small number of
pixels involved, these e ects have little practical signi cance. In our implementation we
simply take the prediction coecients of missing points to be zero, and then renormalize
the remaining coecients.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of continuous Laplace distribution ( = 3:370) and the actual
distribution of prediction errors (shown by small diamonds) found during the last
level of application of method MLP to Band 4 of the Donaldsonville data set. The
actual values are virtually indistinguishable from the theoretical values, except when
the prediction error is 0; most of the di erence in this case is because the curve is the
continuous Laplace distribution, not the discrete distribution.

Parallel prediction

The prediction step for a pixel involves computing a linear combination of the values
of a xed constellation of nearby pixels whose values are already known. Clearly the
encoder, having access to all pixel intensities at the beginning of the computation, can
predict all values simultaneously; the decoder can make the same predictions, but only
level-by-level, since the predictions depend on values from preceding levels.

3.4.2 Error modeling by variability index
Simple variance estimation

There is considerable choice in the method of variance estimation. In theory, for
each pixel we can nd the distribution that encodes the pixel's error as compactly as
possible. For the Laplace distribution with mean 0, we nd (by solving the equation
@p2 (x)=@ (2) = 0) that the optimal variance is 2 = 2x2. Of course, this method is
not practical because of the large overhead of encoding the optimal variance for each
pixel. However, by optimally encoding the errors and ignoring the cost of encoding the
variances, we can obtain a reasonable lower bound on the attainable code length. This
lower bound applies to MLP for a given prediction function and for a particular image
le, and is based on the assumption that the errors follow the Laplace distribution, but
it does give a good indication of the compressibility of a particular image.
A more practical method of encoding the variances is to compute and encode the
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variance of all the errors at a given level; the overhead is minimal, only log2 37  5:21
bits per level. A re nement of this approach is to divide each level into blocks of k  k
pixels and compute and encode the variance of the errors of the pixels in each block.
The overhead increases with the number of blocks, but for medium-sized values of k
(say k = 16) the net code length is often reduced because of the more realistic error
model.

Modeling by variability index

In [29] we introduce the notion of error modeling by variability index, presenting and
motivating the algorithm. In this section we use the variability index both for error
modeling and as an experimental tool to show that prediction errors are not always
Laplace distributed, as previously assumed. We also indicate a family of distributions
that can provide more accurate error models. In our experiments we nd that application of the variability index algorithm to Laplace distributions leads to an improvement
in compression eciency of about 4 percent compared with implementations with explicit transmission of variances; further re nement by allowing a wider family of error
distributions gives another half percent improvement.
Our goal is to estimate the local variance of the pixel prediction errors in a given
level of the MLP encoding. This will allow us to select the appropriate distribution (the
one with the estimated variance) to use in encoding each prediction error by arithmetic
coding. Using a single variance for the entire level disregards local variations in the
image; estimating and explicitly encoding variances for small sections of the image
incurs considerable overhead. It would seem that previously encountered prediction
errors of nearby pixels would be related to a given pixel's error, but there is no obvious
way to use them directly.
We estimate the variance by an indirect method: for each pixel we compute a
variability index, a quantity with a strong correlation to the local variance. On the
supposition that pixels with similar variability index will have similar error models, we
adaptively estimate the local variance based on the variability index. The algorithm is
as follows:
1. We initialize the variance estimate V .
2. For each pixel, we compute the variability index.
3. We sort the pixels in variability index order.
4. For each pixel (in order of decreasing variability index):
(a) We code the prediction error d, using V as the variance.
(b) We use the prediction error d to update V . The variance is just the mean
squared error; our variance estimate is an exponentially weighted mean
squared error, computed by exponential smoothing:
V := f  V + (1 ? f )  d2:

3.4. MLP: A MULTI-LEVEL PROGRESSIVE METHOD
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Actual

Laplace

Normal
Decreasing variability index ?!
Figure 3.5: Histograms showing distributions of prediction errors. The top row shows
the actual distributions of prediction errors for eight batches of 16,384 points each taken
from the last level of the coding of Band 4 of the Donaldsonville Thematic Mapper data
set. The variability index decreases from left to right. The second and third rows show
the discretized Laplace distributions and normal distributions with the same variances
as the actual data in the corresponding column. The horizontal lines are at intervals
of 10 percent probability; prediction errors from ?20 to +20 are plotted.
Note that the variability index is used only for sorting the pixels, then discarded. We
use decreasing variability index order because compression eciency is less dependent
on accurate variance estimates for large variances; hence we encode pixels with large
variances rst in each level, before our variance estimate has stabilized. The sorting
step removes any natural ordering of the pixels, so both the encoder and the decoder
must maintain the pixel coordinates.
We have tried several di erent quantities for the variability index, including both
intensity values and prediction errors of pixel neighborhoods of various sizes. Empirically, the most e ective is simply the variance of the four nearest pixels. The smoothing
parameter f must also be selected. Experiments show that the best results come from
a large value like 0.992; smaller values make the estimated variance too sensitive to
random uctuations in the variability index.

Distribution Selection

When we code the pixels of a level in variability index order, we can plot histograms
of the error distributions for di erent values of the variability index. A typical set of
plots is shown in Figure 3.5. The error distributions are not always Laplacian; in fact,
for large variability index they appear closer to normal, but they become closer to the
Laplace distribution for smaller values of variability index.
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This leads us to consider a family of generalized symmetric exponential distribution
functions which includes both the Laplace distribution and the normal distribution.
Distributions in this family have the form

n
fn; (x) = n exp ? n x :
(3:4)
From the constraints on a probability distribution with variance 2, we can nd n
and n:
!n=2
!1=2
?(3
=n
)
?(3
=n
)
n
n=
n=
2 ?(1=n)3 ;
?(1=n) :

p

p

For the Laplace distribution (n = 1), we
p have 1 = 1= 2 and 1 = 2; for the normal
distribution (n = 2), we have 2 = 1= 2 and 2 = 1=2.
We can use these distributions to optimize the exponent n in Equation (3.4), either
image by image or for a class of images. The best values of n for our individual test
images range from 1.0 to 1.9, the best overall value being 1.25. For many of our test
images we obtain a further slight improvement when we vary the exponent within
each level; in our experiments we use a given starting exponent and reduce it linearly
toward 1 as we progress through each level. The improvement obtained by using a
non-Laplace distribution is about a half percent; the extra improvement obtained by
varying the exponent within a level is small, as is the improvement from selecting the
optimal exponent image by image.
It appears that the distributions we see are actually mixtures of normal or nearnormal distributions. High variability indices arise only from regions with high local
variance, so the mixture distribution contains contributions only from a small range
of distributions. Low variability indices, on the other hand, can come either from
regions with low local variance or from the (not unusual) occurrence of small deviates
from regions with high local variance. The resulting mixture has contributions from
many di erent distributions, and tends to be more peaked near zero; this gives the
characteristic Laplace distribution shape.

Parallel error modeling using the variability index technique

Error modeling is most e ective when done implicitly. The variability index technique is an implicit method for estimating local image variances that leads to better
compression than any other published lossless image compression method. Like the
intensity prediction, the variability index computation depends only on the values of a
few nearby pixels, known from a previous level, so it can be done in parallel by both
encoder and decoder with no loss of eciency. The assignment of variances to values
of the variability index can be done implicitly in a sequential environment, adaptively
estimating the variance while working through the pixels in order of variability index.
For parallel coding the use of side information is more appropriate: we can group the
pixels after sorting (sorting can be done eciently in parallel), then compute the variance of each group and transmit it in coded form. Each variance requires only a few
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p

bits to transmit, typically
p four or fewer; if we divide each level of n pixels into n
groups, only about ( 2+1) m variances must be transmitted for an m  m image. For
a 512  512 image this amounts to 1236 variances, or only 618 bytes of side information.
The variability index technique has the e ect of classifying pixels by local variance.
This translates roughly into a classi cation by code length, since distributions with
larger variances usually have larger average code length. Using this classi cation we can
assign pixels to processors in a way that divides the code length (not just the number
of pixels) approximately evenly among the processors, thus reducing the number of
pixel reallocations needed. The simulation results described in Section 2.4.1 con rm
the usefulness of this technique.

3.5 FELICS: a fast, ecient, lossless image
compression system
In [32] we present a simple system for lossless image compression that runs very fast
with only minimal loss of compression eciency. We call this technique FELICS, for
Fast, Ecient, Lossless Image Compression System. We use raster-scan order, and
we use a pixel's two nearest neighbors to directly obtain an approximate probability
distribution for its intensity, in e ect combining the prediction and error modeling
steps. We use the parameter estimation technique of Section 2.3.3 to select the closest
of a set of error models, each corresponding to a Rice code. Finally we encode the
intensity using the Rice code. The resulting compressor runs about ve times as
fast as an implementation of the lossless mode of the JPEG proposed standard while
obtaining slightly better compression on many images.

3.5.1 Description of the FELICS algorithm

Proceeding in raster-scan order, we code each new pixel P 1 using the intensities of the
two nearest neighbors of P that have already been coded; except along the top and
left edges, these are the pixel above and the pixel to the left of the new pixel. We call
the smaller neighboring value L and the larger value H , and we de ne  to be the
di erence H ? L. We treat  as the prediction context of P , used for code parameter
selection.
The idea of the coding algorithm is to use one bit to indicate whether P is in the
range from L to H , an additional bit if necessary to indicate whether it is above or
below the range, and a few bits, using a simple pre x code, to specify the exact value.
This method leads to good compression for two reasons: the two nearest neighbors
provide a good context for prediction, and the image model implied by the algorithm
closely matches the distributions found in real images. In addition, the method is very
fast, since the coding uses only single bits and simple pre x codes.
1 With a slight abuse of notation, we use symbols P , H , L, N , and N to refer both to pixels and
1
2
to their intensity values.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic probability distribution of intensity values for a given context
 = H ? L in FELICS.

Intensity distributions

When we examine the distribution of an image's intensity values for each context ,
we nd that the intensities are generally distributed as shown in Figure 3.6. Typically
P lies in the range [L; H ] about half the time, requiring one bit to encode, and when
P is out of range, the above-range/below-range decision is symmetrical, so another
one-bit code is appropriate. In-range values of P are almost uniformly distributed,
with a slight crest near the middle of the range, so an adjusted binary encoding (as
described in Section 2.3) gives nearly optimal compression when P is in range. The
probability of out-of-range values falls o sharply, so when P is out of range it is
reasonable to use exponential pre x codes, i.e., Golomb codes or the simpler Rice codes.
This distribution clearly di ers from the Laplace distribution commonly assumed in
predictive image coding. Franti [18] has applied the FELICS technique to the problem
of block truncation coding for lossy image compression; he nds that the distributions
of quantization levels of the sub-sample images are similar to the distributions described
here, and that the FELICS method is generally e ective in encoding the quantization
levels.

Formal description of FELICS algorithm

To encode an image, we output the rst two pixels without coding, then repeat the
following steps:
1. We select the next pixel P and nd its two nearest neighbors N1 and N2.
2. We compute L = min(N1; N2), H = max(N1; N2), and  = H ? L.
3. (a) If L  P  H , we use one bit to encode IN-RANGE; then we use an adjusted
binary code to encode P ? L in [0; ].
(b) if P < L, we use one bit to encode OUT-OF-RANGE, and one bit to encode
BELOW-RANGE. Then we use a Rice code to encode the non-negative integer
L ? P ? 1.
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(c) if P > H , we use one bit to encode OUT-OF-RANGE, and one bit to encode
ABOVE-RANGE. Then we use a Rice code to encode the non-negative integer
P ? H ? 1. The coding parameter k is chosen according to the method of
Section 2.3.3.
(d) We update the statistics used in selecting the Rice coding parameter.
The decoding algorithm involves simply reversing step 3, decoding the in-range/outof-range and above-range/below-range decisions, branching accordingly, and adjusting
the decoded numbers to obtain the value of P .

Implementation and re nements

The basic algorithm of Section 3.5.1 is very easy to implement. As described it encodes
and decodes very quickly and gives good compression. The implementation requires
very little memory, only enough to store one scan line of input data and a few counts
for each of the few hundred possible contexts.
In this section we describe several enhancements that can be made to improve speed
and compression. One possibility is to freeze the parameter choice for a context after
a number of symbols have been encoded. This saves the time needed to maintain the
cumulative counts, and does not hurt compression much since in practice the parameter
selection algorithm converges quickly to the best value.
A second enhancement is to adjust the range [L; H ] when L = H . In this special
case, the in-range probability tends to be somewhat smaller than 1=2, and it makes
sense to use the range [L ? 1; H +1]. We can do this either unconditionally or based on
the number of times that the value to be encoded is equal to L (and H ) when  = 0.
We choose the second possibility, adjusting the interval when the values encoded have
fallen out of the one-value \range" more than 2=3 of the time. We might also consider
balance coding, adjusting the range for each context to adaptively balance the in-range
and out-of-range probabilities. We can use the parameter estimation algorithm of
Section 2.3.3 to choose the amount of adjustment.
One nal useful re nement is to assign a small initial penalty to the cumulative code
lengths for small values of the parameter k in each context, to prevent their accidental
use in contexts where the probability distribution is at; such use can greatly increase
the code length for a single pixel.
We have considered periodic count scaling to exploit locality of reference within an
image. We tried applying it to the cumulative code lengths in each context. Halving
all code lengths when the smallest one reaches 1024 can improve compression by up
to 0:3 percent, but encoding time increases by about 10 percent, too much of a time
penalty to pay for such a small increase in compression.
Finally, we note that Golomb coding gives only a marginal improvement over Rice
coding despite the wider range of model parameters available. The extra compression
is typically less than one percent, and the time required almost doubles because of the
need to maintain cumulative bit counts for more possible parameter values. Therefore
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Washington, D.C.
Donaldsonville, Louisiana
Ridgely, Maryland
Figure 3.7: A 256  256 section of Band 4 of each Landsat Thematic Mapper data set.
we use Rice coding in our implementation. In practice, it is seldom necessary to allow
any value of the Rice coding parameter k other than 0, 1, 2, or 3.

Extension to progressive coding

FELICS is based on a raster-scan pixel sequence. We expect in the future to extend
the FELICS system to a hierarchical pixel sequence as in the MLP method, to allow
progressive coding. Before committing to a particular prediction method, it is necessary
to study the actual distributions of intensity values. One possibility is to use the
smallest and largest of the current pixel's four nearest neighbors, but the resulting
distributions must be tested.

3.6 Experimental results
The 28 images comprising our test data include 21 Landsat Thematic Mapper images
and seven other images (the \USC images") widely used in compression studies. There
are three Landsat data sets, each consisting of seven images (spectral bands); the
locations are Washington, D.C., Donaldsonville, Louisiana (90 kilometers west of New
Orleans), and Ridgely, Maryland (70 kilometers southeast of Baltimore). Bands 1
through 7 of the Washington data are identi ed as W1 through W7; the Donaldsonville
and Ridgely images are identi ed as D1 through D7 and R1 through R7 respectively.
Each band is coded independently of the other bands; we do not attempt to make use
of the correlation between bands in a data set. All images consist of 512  512 8-bit
grayscale pixels except the Ridgely images, which are 368  468 pixels. Each of the
Landsat data sets contains one highly compressible image (compressible to better than
8 : 1) and six \normal" images. Portions of three of the Landsat images are shown in
Figure 3.7.
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3.6.1 Compression performance

We compare our results with the lossless mode of the standard for image compression recently developed by the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) of the CCITT/ISO.
The JPEG lossless mode is based on prediction by one, two, or three points, followed
by Hu man coding or arithmetic coding; encoding proceeds in raster scan order. The
standard gives some latitude to implementors; we report results from an implementation based on two-point prediction with arithmetic coding2. For all except the three
highly compressible images, two-point prediction provides 4  to 10  more compression
gain than three-point prediction.
We include results for the Minimax coder, AT&T's original lossless compression submission to the JPEG; it seems to give somewhat better compression performance than
JPEG lossless mode. As a matter of interest we include the Unix compress program,
although it generally does poorly on images; most of its compression is attributable to
its ability to capture the context-independent entropy of any le.
As for our methods, we give results for the PPPM method, using two-point prediction. We report results for just one version of the MLP algorithm, the one that uses
variability index modeling, using Equation (3.4) with n starting at 1:5 in each level,
falling to n = 1 (Laplace) by the end of each level. As noted in Section 3.4.2, there
is only a small improvement when we optimize n for each image or vary the exponent
within each level. Optimizing for each image requires compressing each image many
times, so we omit that step in our reported results; varying the exponent within each
level is a simple procedure that does improve compression slightly, so we include that
step. For the FELICS method we include freezing when the smallest code length for
a context reaches 1024, we adjust the range when  = 0, and we assign small initial
penalties to the cumulative counts for small parameter values. The re nements do not
have much e ect on compression, but they increase throughput by roughly 5 to 20
percent.
We present our results in three tables. Table 3.3 gives the compression gains (in
percent log ratio) with respect to the lossless mode of the JPEG proposed standard. We
also give the same results in terms of the more familiar compression ratio in Table 3.4,
and in bits per pixel in Table 3.5. Results are unavailable for the Minimax coder and
PPPM for the USC images.

3.6.2 Speed performance of FELICS

We give more detailed results for the FELICS algorithm to show that it increases
throughput without degrading compression by much. All runs were made on a Sun
SPARCstation 1GX.
In Table 3.6 we see that except for the three highly compressible images, FELICS
compresses as well as JPEG lossless mode, with about ve times the throughput.
Assistance in the evaluation of JPEG lossless mode was provided by Allan R. Moser of E. I. duPont
de Nemours and Company (Inc.).
2
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JPEG Minimax compress
PPPM MLP FELICS
Image
W1
?
3.6
?19.9
5.3
6.3
1.2
W2
?
3.4
?18.9
4.4
5.8
?1.4
W3
?
3.5
?17.2
5.8
6.6
1.2
W4
?
4.0
?21.6
6.4
6.7
1.1
W5
?
3.6
?22.6
6.4
6.7
0.9
W6
?
2.0
?39.1
?8.0 20.7 ?47.6
?
3.5
?21.2
5.2
6.3
0.9
W7
D1
?
3.2
?23.5
5.8
6.4
1.4
D2
?
2.8
?26.6
3.6
5.2
?7.9
D3
?
2.7
?26.1
6.1
5.4
?4.2
D4
?
3.2
?32.1
8.4
7.1
0.5
D5
?
2.8
?30.6
8.0
6.8
1.0
D6
?
1.1
?41.0
?7.5 19.6 ?55.4
D7
?
2.7
?27.3
6.5
6.5
0.4
R1
?
4.5
?24.3
5.5
7.6
2.8
R2
?
4.4
?26.0
4.3
7.8
?3.6
?
4.1
?27.7
5.6
8.1
0.5
R3
R4
?
4.1
?23.8
6.5
8.0
1.8
R5
?
3.7
?28.3
7.5
8.3
3.1
R6
?
3.7
?27.3
6.4
8.0
2.4
R7
?
5.5
?30.1
?5.7 16.5 ?39.4
couple
?
?
?27.4
?
6.3
4.0
crowd
?
?
?35.4
?
8.3
?4.0
lax
?
?
?23.5
?
5.3
2.9
?
?
?41.8
?
9.4
?0.4
lena
?
?
?35.2
?
6.7
1.9
man
woman1
?
?
?19.2
?
5.5
1.9
woman2
?
?
?48.8
?
9.2
?2.4
Table 3.3: Compression gains for images, expressed in percent log ratio and compared
with the JPEG lossless mode.
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Image
JPEG Minimax compress
PPPM MLP FELICS
W1
2.07
2.15
1.70
2.18
2.21
2.10
W2
2.67
2.76
2.21
2.79
2.83
2.63
W3
2.28
2.36
1.92
2.42
2.44
2.31
W4
1.81
1.88
1.46
1.93
1.93
1.83
W5
1.68
1.74
1.34
1.79
1.80
1.70
W6
7.92
8.08
5.36
7.31
9.74
4.92
2.10
2.17
1.70
2.21
2.23
2.12
W7
D1
2.26
2.34
1.79
2.40
2.41
2.29
D2
3.07
3.16
2.36
3.19
3.24
2.84
D3
2.58
2.65
1.99
2.74
2.72
2.47
D4
1.85
1.91
1.34
2.01
1.98
1.86
D5
1.82
1.87
1.34
1.97
1.95
1.84
D6
9.25
9.35
6.14
8.58
11.25
5.32
D7
2.17
2.23
1.65
2.31
2.31
2.18
R1
2.28
2.38
1.79
2.41
2.46
2.34
R2
2.94
3.07
2.26
3.06
3.17
2.83
2.45
2.56
1.86
2.60
2.66
2.47
R3
R4
2.24
2.33
1.76
2.39
2.42
2.28
R5
1.78
1.85
1.34
1.92
1.94
1.84
R6
2.08
2.15
1.58
2.21
2.25
2.13
R7
7.43
7.85
5.50
7.02
8.76
5.01
couple
1.54
?
1.17
?
1.64
1.61
crowd
1.87
?
1.31
?
2.03
1.79
1.31
?
1.04
?
1.38
1.35
lax
lena
1.72
?
1.14
?
1.89
1.72
1.64
?
1.15
?
1.75
1.67
man
woman1
1.58
?
1.30
?
1.67
1.61
woman2
2.28
?
1.40
?
2.50
2.23
Table 3.4: Compression ratios for images, expressed as original image size divided by
compressed le size.
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Image
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
couple
crowd
lax
lena
man
woman1
woman2
Table 3.5:
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JPEG Minimax compress
PPPM MLP FELICS
3.86
3.73
4.71
3.66
3.63
3.82
2.99
2.89
3.62
2.86
2.83
3.04
3.51
3.39
4.17
3.31
3.28
3.47
4.42
4.25
5.48
4.15
4.13
4.37
4.76
4.59
5.97
4.47
4.46
4.72
1.01
0.99
1.49
1.09
0.82
1.63
3.82
3.68
4.72
3.62
3.58
3.78
3.54
3.43
4.48
3.34
3.32
3.49
2.60
2.53
3.39
2.51
2.47
2.82
3.10
3.02
4.02
2.92
2.94
3.23
4.33
4.20
5.98
3.98
4.04
4.31
4.40
4.28
5.97
4.06
4.11
4.36
0.87
0.86
1.30
0.93
0.71
1.50
3.69
3.59
4.85
3.46
3.46
3.67
3.51
3.36
4.48
3.32
3.25
3.41
2.73
2.61
3.54
2.61
2.52
2.82
3.26
3.13
4.30
3.08
3.01
3.24
3.58
3.43
4.54
3.35
3.30
3.51
4.48
4.32
5.95
4.16
4.13
4.35
3.86
3.71
5.07
3.62
3.56
3.76
1.08
1.02
1.46
1.14
0.91
1.60
5.19
?
6.82
?
4.87
4.98
4.28
?
6.11
?
3.94
4.46
6.11
?
7.73
?
5.80
5.94
4.64
?
7.05
?
4.23
4.66
4.88
?
6.95
?
4.57
4.80
5.07
?
6.14
?
4.80
4.97
3.50
?
5.71
?
3.19
3.59
Average code lengths for images, expressed in bits per pixel.
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Compressed size
Encoding throughput
FELICS
FELICS
Plain Adjusted JPEG compress Plain Adjusted JPEG compress
W1 2.10
2.10
2.07
1.70
78.5
87.7
16.3
93.6
W2 2.63
2.63
2.67
2.21
87.1
92.6
21.0
93.6
W3 2.31
2.31
2.28
1.92
82.2
90.1
17.8
77.1
W4 1.83
1.83
1.81
1.46
75.8
85.4
14.2
70.8
W5 1.70
1.70
1.68
1.34
73.6
83.5
13.2
70.8
4.92
7.92
5.36
107.9
98.6
48.5
163.8
W6 3.78
W7 2.11
2.12
2.10
1.70
79.0
87.7
16.5
63.9
D1
2.30
2.29
2.26
1.79
81.7
90.7
17.7
84.6
D2
2.84
2.84
3.07
2.36
92.6
93.0
23.6
100.8
D3
2.47
2.47
2.58
1.99
87.7
90.1
20.0
79.4
D4
1.86
1.86
1.85
1.34
76.9
84.6
14.6
81.9
D5
1.84
1.84
1.82
1.34
77.6
85.1
14.4
84.6
D6
3.84
5.32
9.25
6.14
107.0
98.2
53.5
154.2
D7
2.18
2.18
2.17
1.65
81.2
88.9
17.1
69.0
R1
2.34
2.34
2.28
1.79
80.9
89.2
17.9
101.3
R2
2.83
2.83
2.94
2.26
90.6
93.6
22.7
107.6
R3
2.47
2.47
2.45
1.86
86.1
90.6
19.4
95.7
R4
2.28
2.28
2.24
1.76
82.8
87.4
17.8
90.6
R5
1.84
1.84
1.78
1.34
76.2
80.9
14.0
71.8
R6
2.13
2.13
2.08
1.58
79.7
85.7
16.4
74.9
R7
3.82
5.01
7.43
5.50
105.0
97.9
46.5
143.5
couple 1.61
1.61
1.54
1.17
74.9
84.6
12.2
84.6
crowd 1.80
1.79
1.87
1.31
79.4
86.2
14.8
87.4
lax
1.35
1.35
1.31
1.04
68.4
79.9
10.4
61.0
lena 1.75
1.72
1.72
1.14
73.4
83.8
13.9
81.9
man 1.68
1.67
1.64
1.15
75.1
84.6
13.2
77.1
1.61
1.58
1.30
74.3
83.8
12.7
72.8
woman1 1.62
woman2 2.23
2.23
2.28
1.40
82.2
89.8
18.1
72.8
Table 3.6: Image compression ratios and encoding throughput. The compression ratios
are expressed as original size divided by compressed size. The encoding throughput is
expressed as thousands of pixels encoded per second on a SPARCstation 1GX.
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In fact, FELICS is about as fast as compress, and gives much better compression,
not surprising since compress is designed for text, not images. The \plain" FELICS
gures refer to a version with none of the re nements mentioned in Section 3.5.1; the
\adjusted" FELICS gures include freezing when the smallest code length for a context
reaches 1024, adjusting the range when  = 0, and assigning small initial penalties to
the cumulative counts for small parameter values. Note that the re nements seldom
have much e ect on compression, and they increase throughput by roughly 5 to 20
percent.

a
4

TEXT COMPRESSION

I

n text compression, we usually would like to compress les using just a single
pass of the data, gathering statistics as we go. Such a modeling system is called
adaptive. In Section 4.1 we discuss adaptive and semi-adaptive (two-pass) models, and
show that in a certain sense they are equivalent. In Section 4.2 we discuss scaling, a
method for improving compression by utilizing locality of reference. In Section 4.2.1
we give a detailed analysis showing that scaling can improve compression considerably,
and can never hurt compression by very much. In Section 4.3 we discuss the Prediction
by Partial Matching (PPM) method of Cleary and Witten [7], and in Section 4.3.2 we
present a practical improvement to PPMC, the preferred text compression program
in the literature. In Section 4.4 we present a fast PPM-like text compression system
based on the use of pre x codes and quasi-arithmetic coding.

4.1 Adaptive and semi-adaptive models for text
compression
In this section we show the relationship between semi-adaptive and adaptive models
based on a zero-order Markov model, that is, context-independent symbol counts.

4.1.1 Semi-adaptive codes

Semi-adaptive codes are conceptually simple, and useful when real-time operation is
not required; their main drawback is that they require knowledge of the le statistics
prior to encoding. Statistics collected during the rst pass over the le are normally
used in a static code ; that is, the probabilities used to encode the le remain the same
during the entire encoding. It is possible to obtain better compression by using a
decrementing code, dynamically adjusting the probabilities to re ect the statistics of
just that part of the le not yet coded. Assuming that encoding uses exact arithmetic,
and that there are no computational artifacts, we can use the le statistics to form a
71
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static probabilistic model. Not including the cost of transmitting the model, the code
length LSS for a static semi-adaptive code is
n
Y
LSS = ? log2 (ci=t)ci
i=1
n
X
= t log2 t ? ci log2 ci;
i=1

the information content of the le. Dividing by the le length gives the self-entropy of
the le.
Example 14 : We illustrate a static code, encoding the eight-symbol le abacbcba. Based
on exact symbol counts within the le, we have probabilities pa = 3=8, pb = 3=8, and
pc = 1=4, which we use during the entire encoding. (We ignore the problem of indicating
the end of the le.) In the next few examples we show symbol probabilities rather than
subintervals, because the changing probabilities are the distinctive feature of adaptive
models.
Symbol
Current Interval
pa pb pc
Start 0:000000000 1:000000000 3=8 3=8 2=8
a
0:000000000 0:375000000 3=8 3=8 2=8
b
0:140625000 0:281250000 3=8 3=8 2=8
0:140625000 0:193359375 3=8 3=8 2=8
a
0:180175781 0:193359375 3=8 3=8 2=8
c
0:185119629 0:190063477 3=8 3=8 2=8
b
0:188827515 0:190063477 3=8 3=8 2=8
c
0:189291000 0:189754486 3=8 3=8 2=8
b
0:189291000 0:189464808 3=8 3=8 2=8
a
The nal interval is [0:00110 00001 11011; 0:00110 00010 00000] in binary. The
theoretical code length is ? log2 0:000173808  12:490 bits. The actual code length is
13 bits, since the nal subinterval can be determined from the output 00110 00001
111.
2
If we know a le's exact statistics ahead of time, we can get improved compression
by using a decrementing code. We modify the symbol weights dynamically (by decrementing each symbol's weight each time it is encoded) to re ect symbol frequencies for
just that part of the le not yet encoded; hence for each symbol we always use the best
available estimates of the next-symbol probabilities. In a sense, it is a misnomer to
call this a \semi-adaptive" model since the model adapts throughout the second pass,
but we apply the term here since the symbol probability estimates are based primarily
on the rst pass. The decrementing count idea appears in the analysis of enumerative
codes by Cleary and Witten [8] and also in [42]. The code length for a semi-adaptive
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decrementing code is

LSD = ? log2

Yk !  !
ci! t! :

i=1

(4:1)

Example 15 : We illustrate a decrementing code with the same le as in Example 14.
Again we start with probabilities pa = 3=8, pb = 3=8, and pc = 1=4, but during encoding
the probabilities change.
Current Interval
pa pb pc
Symbol

Start 0:000000000 1:000000000 3=8 3=8 2=8
a
0:000000000 0:375000000 2=7 3=7 2=7
b
0:107142857 0:267857143 2=6 2=6 2=6
a
0:107142857 0:160714286 1=5 2=5 2=5
c
0:139285714 0:160714286 1=4 2=4 1=4
b
0:144642857 0:155357143 1=3 1=3 1=3
c
0:151785714 0:155357143 1=2 1=2 0=2
0:153571429 0:155357143 1=1 0=1 0=1
b
0:153571429 0:155357143 0=0 0=0 0=0
a
The nal interval is [0:00100 11101 01000; 0:00100 11111 00011] in binary. The theoretical code length is ? log2 0:001785714  9:129 bits, considerably shorter than in
Example 14, because the probabilities used at each point re ect the actual frequencies
of the symbols in just the remaining portion of the le, not the entire le. The actual
code length is 10 bits, since the nal subinterval can be determined from the output
00100 11110.
2
In the following simple theorem we show that a decrementing code improves on the
corresponding semi-adaptive static code:
Theorem 8 For all input les, the code length of a semi-adaptive decrementing code
is at most that of a semi-adaptive static code. Equality holds only when the le consists
of repeated occurrences of a single letter.
Proof : Neither LSS nor LSD depends on the order in which the symbols appear in the
le, so we can inductively build up a le with the same code length as any given le by
starting with one occurrence of each symbol, then adding the remaining occurrences of
each symbol. We show that the inequality holds for les with one occurrence of each
symbol, and that adding occurrences of any symbol maintains the inequality.
Using a superscript \1" to denote a le consisting of exactly one occurrence of each
of k symbols, we see that L1SS = ? log2(1=kk ) and L1SD = ? log2(1=k!). Since kk > k!
for all k  2, we have L1SS > L1SD for k  2. If we have a le with t symbols in it and
we add another occurrence of a symbol that already occurs c times, we increase LSS
by log2(((t + 1)=t)t) ? log2(((c + 1)=c)c ) + log2((t + 1)=(c + 1)), and we increase LSD by
log2((t + 1)=(c + 1)). Since t > c and log2(((x + 1)=x)x ) is an increasing function for
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x > 0, we have log2(((t + 1)=t)t) > log2(((c + 1)=c)c ), so LSS increases by more than
LSD .
Finally, if k = 1 (the le consists of repeated occurrences of a single letter), LSS =
LSD = 0.
2
Static semi-adaptive codes have been widely used in conjunction with Hu man
coding. They are appropriate in this case: in Hu man coding we wish to avoid changing
weights since changing weights often requires changing the structure of the coding tree.
Our theorem does not contradict Shannon's theorem [67]; he discusses only the best
static code.

Encoding the model

If we assume that all symbol distributions are equally likely for a given le length t,
the cost of transmitting the exact model statistics is

LM = log2(number of!possible distributions)
= log2 t +n n??1 1
 n log2(et=n):
Example : For our short sample le, t = 8 and n = 3, so LM = log2
5:492.

(4.2)

10
2

= log2 45 

2

A similar result appears in [4] and [8]. For a typical le LM is only about 2560
bits, or 320 bytes. The assumption of equally-likely distributions is not very good for
text les; in practice we can reduce the cost of encoding the model by 50 percent or
more by encoding each of the counts using a suitable encoding of the integers, such as
Fibonacci coding [17].
Strictly speaking we must also encode the le length t before encoding the model;
the cost is insigni cant, between log2 t and 2 log2 t bits using an appropriate encoding
of integers [13,69,75].

4.1.2 Adaptive codes

Adaptive codes use a continually changing model, in which we use the frequency of
each symbol up to a given point in the le as an estimate of its probability at that
point.
We can encode a symbol using arithmetic coding only if its probability is nonzero,
but in an adaptive code we have no way of estimating the probability of a symbol
before it has occurred for the rst time. This is the zero-frequency problem, discussed
in detail in [4] and [76]. For large les with small alphabets and simple models, all
solutions to this problem give roughly the same compression. In this section we adopt
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the solution used in [77], simply assigning an initial weight of 1 to all alphabet symbols.
The code length using this adaptive code is
Yk !  t!
(4:3)
ci ! n :
LA = ? log2
i=1

Example 16 : Once again we encode the same le, starting with counts ca = 1, cb = 1,
and cc = 1.
Symbol
Current Interval
pa pb pc

Start 0:000000000 1:000000000 1=3 1=3 1=3
a
0:000000000 0:333333333 2=4 1=4 1=4
b
0:166666667 0:250000000 2=5 2=5 1=5
a
0:166666667 0:200000000 3=6 2=6 1=6
0:194444444 0:200000000 3=7 2=7 2=7
c
0:196825397 0:198412698 3=8 3=8 2=8
b
0:198015873 0:198412698 3=9 3=9 3=9
c
0:198148148 0:198280423 3=10 4=10 3=10
b
0:198148148 0:198187831 4=11 4=11 3=11
a
The nal interval is [0:00110 01010 11100 11101; 0:00110 01010 11110 00111] in
binary. The theoretical code length is ? log2 0:000039683  14:621 bits, 5:492 bits
longer than in Example 15; the di erence is exactly the cost of sending the model that
we found in Example 4.1.1. The actual code length is 15 bits, since the nal subinterval
can be determined from the output 00110 01010 11101.
2
In the following theorem we compare context-free coding using a two-pass method
and a one-pass adaptive method. In the two-pass method, the exact symbol counts are
encoded after the rst pass; during the second pass each symbol's count is decremented
whenever it occurs, so at each point the relative counts re ect the correct symbol
probabilities for the remainder of the le. In the one-pass adaptive method, all symbols
are given initial counts of 1; we add 1 to a symbol's count whenever it occurs.
Theorem 9 For all input les, the adaptive code with initial 1-weights gives the same
code length as the semi-adaptive decrementing code in which the input model is encoded
based on the assumption that all symbol distributions are equally likely. In other words,
LA = LSD + LM .
 
2
Proof : Combine Equations (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3), noting that t+nn??11 = nt =t!.
Cleary and Witten [8] and Bell, Cleary, and Witten [4] present a similar result in a
more general setting, showing approximate equality between enumerative codes (which
are similar to arithmetic codes) and adaptive codes. Our result applies to a speci c
method of dealing with the rst occurrence of each symbol; we show exact equality
in that important special case. Intuitively, the reason for the equality is that in the
adaptive code, the cost of \learning" the model is not avoided, but merely spread over
the entire le.
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4.1.3 Adaptive codes in practice

The simplest adaptive models do not rely on contexts for conditioning probabilities; a
symbol's probability is just its relative frequency in the part of the le already coded.
The average code length per input symbol of a le encoded using such a zero-order
adaptive model is very close to the zero-order entropy of the le. We shall see that
adaptive compression can be improved by taking advantage of locality of reference and
especially by using higher order models.

4.2 Scaling
One problem with maintaining symbol counts is that the counts can become arbitrarily
large, requiring increased precision arithmetic in the coder and more memory to store
the counts themselves. By periodically reducing all symbol's counts by the same factor,
we can keep the relative frequencies approximately the same while using only a xed
amount of storage for each count. This process is called scaling. It allows us to use lower
precision arithmetic, possibly hurting compression because of the reduced accuracy of
the model. On the other hand, it introduces a locality of reference (or recency ) e ect,
which often improves compression when the distribution of symbols is variable. We
now discuss and quantify the locality e ect.
In most text les we nd that most of the occurrences of at least some words are
clustered in one part of the le. We can take advantage of this locality by assigning
more weight to recent occurrences of a symbol in an adaptive model. In practice there
are several ways to do this:
 Periodically restarting the model. This often discards too much information to
be e ective, although Cormack and Horspool nd that it gives good results when
growing large dynamic Markov models [9].
 Using a sliding window on the text [36]. This requires excessive computational
resources.
 Recency rank coding [5,12,66]. This is simple but corresponds to a rather coarse
model of recency.
 Exponential aging (giving exponentially increasing weights to successive symbols)
[10,46]. This is moderately dicult to implement because of the changing weight
increments.
 Periodic scaling [77]. This is simple to implement, fast and e ective in operation,
and amenable to analysis. It also has the computationally desirable property
of keeping the symbol weights small. In e ect, scaling is a practical version of
exponential aging.
In our discussion of scaling, we assume that a le is divided into blocks of length B .
Our model assumes that at the end of each block, the weights for all symbols are
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multiplied by a scaling factor f , usually 1=2. Within a block we update the symbol
weights by adding 1 for each occurrence.
Example 17 : We encode the same le as in Examples 14 through 16. We set the scaling
threshold at 10, so we scale only once, just before the last symbol in the le. To retain
integer weights without allowing any weight to fall to 0, we round all fractional weights
obtained during scaling to the next higher integer.
Symbol
Current Interval
pa pb pc
Start 0:000000000 1:000000000 1=3 1=3 1=3
a
0:000000000 0:333333333 2=4 1=4 1=4
b
0:166666667 0:250000000 2=5 2=5 1=5
0:166666667 0:200000000 3=6 2=6 1=6
a
0:194444444 0:200000000 3=7 2=7 2=7
c
b
0:196825397 0:198412698 3=8 3=8 2=8
c
0:198015873 0:198412698 3=9 3=9 3=9
b
0:198148148 0:198280423 3=10 4=10 3=10
2=6 2=6 2=6
Scaling
a
0:198148148 0:198192240 3=7 2=7 2=7
The nal interval is [0:00110 01010 11100 11101; 0:00110 01010 11110 01100] in
binary. The theoretical code length is ? log2 0:000044092 = 14:469 bits, slightly shorter
than in Example 16. The actual code length is 15 bits, since the nal subinterval can
be determined from the output 00110 01010 11101.
2

4.2.1 Analysis of scaling

In [28] we rigorously analyze arithmetic coding from both the modeling and coding
points of view. Coding e ects are negligible, as shown in Section 2.1.4. Here we give a
mathematical analysis of the modeling e ects of periodic scaling, and show that scaling
often improves compression and never degrades it by very much.

Notation. We introduce the following additional notation for the analysis of scaling:
si
ci
m
A

weight of symbol ai at the start of the block;
number of occurrences of symbol ai in the block;
the minimum weight allowed for any symbol, usually 1;
n
X
si (the total weight at the start of the block);
i=1
n
X
ci (the size of the block);
B =
=
=
=
=

i=1
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C = A + B (the total weight at the end of the block);
f = A=C (the scaling factor);
qi = si=A (probability of symbol ai at the start of the block);
pi = ci=B (probability of symbol ai in the block);
ri = (si + ci)=C (probability of symbol ai at the end of the block);
Q; R = probability distributions fqig and frig;
b = number of blocks resulting from scaling:
When f = 1=2, we scale by halving all weights every B symbols, so A = B and b  t=B .
In a typical implementation, A = B = 8192.
We assume an adaptive model and exact arithmetic. In our scaling model each
symbol's counts are multiplied by f whenever scaling takes place. Thus scaling has
the e ect of giving more weight to more recent symbols. If we denote the number of
occurrences of symbol ai in block m by ci;m, the weight wi;m of symbol ai after m blocks
is given by
wi;m = ci;m + fwi;m?1
= ci;m + fci;m?1 + f 2ci;m?2 + . . . :
(4.4)
The weighted probability pi;m of symbol ai at the end of block m is then
(4.5)
pi;m = Pnwi;mw :
i=1 i;m

We now de ne a weighted entropy in terms of the weighted probabilities:
De nition 1 The weighted entropy of a le at the end of the mth block, denoted
by Hm , is the entropy implied by the probability distribution at that time, computed
according to the scaling model. That is,
n
X
Hm = ?pi;m log2 pi;m ;
i=1

where the pi;m are given by Equation (4.5).
We nd that lm, the average code length per symbol for block m, is related to the
starting weighted entropy Hm?1 and the ending weighted entropy Hm in a particularly
simple way:
lm  1 ?1 f Hm ? 1 ?f f Hm?1
= Hm + 1 ?f f (Hm ? Hm?1 ):
Letting f = 1=2, we obtain

lm  2Hm ? Hm?1 :
When we multiply by the block length and sum over all blocks, we obtain the following
precise and elegant characterization of the code length in terms of weighted entropies:
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Theorem 10 Let L be the code length of a le compressed with arithmetic coding using
an adaptive model with scaling. Then
B

b
X

!

!

Hm + Hb ? H0 ? t Bk
m=1
!
!
B 
b
2 !!
X
k
k
Hm + Hb ? H0 + t B log2 k
<L<B
+ O B2 ;
min
m=1

where H0 = log2 n is the entropy of the initial model, Hm is the (weighted) entropy
implied by the scaling model's probability distribution at the end of block m, and kmin
is the smallest number of di erent symbols that occur in any block.

This theorem enables us to compute the code length of a le coded with periodic
scaling. To do the calculation we need to know only the symbol counts within each
scaling block; we can then use Equations (4.4) and (4.5) and De nition 1. The occurrence of entropy-like terms in the code length is to be expected; the main contribution
of Theorem 10 is to show the precise and simple form that the entropy expressions
take.

Proof of the upper bound

We prove the upper bound of Theorem 10 by showing rst that the code length of a
block depends only on the beginning weights and block counts of the symbols, and not
on the order of symbols within the block. Then we show that there is an order such
that for each symbol certain equalities and inequalities hold, which we use to compute
a value and an upper bound for the code length of all occurrences of a single symbol in
one block. Finally we sum over all symbols to obtain the worst case code length of a
block, and over all blocks to obtain the code length of the le. The proof of the lower
bound is similar.
The rst lemma enables us to choose any convenient symbol order within a block.
Lemma 1 The code length of a block depends only on the beginning weights and block
counts of the symbols, and not on the order of symbols within the block.
Proof : The exact code length L of a block,

L = ? log2

Yk
i=1

sici

! !
AB ;

has no dependence on the order of symbols. For each symbol ai, the adaptive model
ensures that the numerators in the set of probabilities used for coding the symbol in
the block always form the sequence hsi; si + 1; . . . ; si + ci ? 1i, and that for the block
as a whole the denominators always form the sequence hA; A + 1; . . . ; A + B ? 1i. 2
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In the next lemma we prove the almost obvious fact that there is some order of symbols such that the occurrences of each symbol are roughly evenly distributed through
the block. This order will enable us to use a smoothly varying function to estimate the
probabilities used for coding the occurrences.
De nition 2 A block of length B containing c1; c2; . . . ; ck occurrences of symbols
a1; a2; . . . ; ak , respectively, has the evenly-distributed (or ED) property if for each symbol ai and for all m, 1  m  ci, the symbol occurs for the mth time not after position
mB=ci.

Lemma 2 Every distribution of symbol counts has an order with the ED property.
Proof : Let ri (j ) be the number of occurrences of symbol ai required
up through the
P
k
j th position in any ED order. Such an order exists if and only if i=1 P
ri(j )  j for
k c = B,
e
?
1
<
c
(
j
+
1)
=B
.
Since
1P j  B . We ndPthat ri(j ) = d ci (jB+1)
i
i=1 i
P
k r (j ) < j +1, or k r (j )  j since k r (j ) is an integer. This holds for any j ,
i=1 i
i=1 i
i=1 i
so an ED order exists.
2

Next we de ne a number of related sums and integrals approximating l, the code
length of one symbol in one block. For a given symbol with probability p = c=B within
the block, we can divide the block into c subblocks each of length B=c = 1=p. Then
pB (k) and pE (k) give the probability that the dynamic model would give to the kth
occurrence of the symbol if it occurred precisely at the beginning and end of the kth
subblock respectively.
k ; p (k) = qA + k :
pB (k) = AqA++k=p
E
A + (k + 1)=p
The expressions SL and SU are the lower and upper bounds of the symbol's code length,
based on its occurrences being as early or as late as possible in the subblocks.
cX
?1
cX
?1
SL = ? log2 pB (j ); SU = ? log2 pE (j ):
j =0

j =0

The integrals IL and IU approximate SL and SU .
Zc
Zc
IL = 0 ? log2 pB (x) dx; IU = 0 ? log2 pE (x) dx:

We de ne I to be IU ? IL. After a considerable amount of algebra, we get
I = 1 ((c + 1 ? f ) log2(c + 1 ? f ) ? c log2 c
1?f
?(fc + 1 ? f ) log2(fc + 1 ? f ) + fc log2(fc)) :
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The expressions U and L are used to bound the error in approximating SU by IU
and SL by IL respectively.
(
c
c
2 (1 + qA ) ? log2 (1 + pA+1 ) if p > q ? 1=A;
U = log
0
if p  q ? 1=A;
(
c
c
q;
L = 0log2(1 + pA ) ? log2(1 + qA ) ifif pp <
 q:
We need a simple lemma from integral calculus.
Lemma 3 If g(x) is monotone increasing, then
Zc
cX
?1
g(j ) < 0 g(x) dx:
j =0

If g (x) is monotone decreasing, then
cX
?1

j =0

g(j ) <

Zc
0

g(x) dx ? g(c) + g(0):

Proof : The increasing case is obvious. In the decreasing case, the
integral for any unit
R
j
+1
interval is greater than the value at the right end of the interval: j g(x) dx > g(j +1).
We obtain the lemma by adding g(j ) ? g(j + 1) to both sides and summing over j . 2
Lemma 4 The code length l for all occurrences of a single symbol in a block in ED
order is less than IL + I + U .
Proof : We show that l < SU  IU +U = IL +I +U . Since SU represents the code
length for the symbol if all occurrences of the symbol come as late as possible in an
ED order, we have l < SU . If p < q ? 1=A, then ? log2 pE (x) is monotone increasing,
so by Lemma 3 we have SU < IU . If p > q ? 1=A, then ? log2 pE (x) is monotone
decreasing, so by Lemma 3 we have SU < IU + log2 pE (c) ? log2 pE (0) = IU + U . If
p = q ? 1=A, then SU = IU . In all three cases, SU  IU + U . From the de nition
of I , IU = IL + I .
2
We now relate IL to the entropy of the beginning and ending probability distributions. We write IL(i) to di erentiate the values of IL evaluated for di erent symbols ai.


Lemma 5 Let LH = B 1?1 f H (R) ? 1?f f H (Q) . Then LH = Pki=1 IL(i).
Proof : By appropriate substitutions, we have
!
k
k
X
X
1
f
B 1 ? f (?ri log2 ri ) ? 1 ? f (?qi log2 qi)
IL(i) =
i=1
i=1

+

k
X
i=1

!
B (1 ? f )2 (qi ? ri) :
f

The last sum is 0 because Q and R are probability distributions, so Pki=1 qi = Pki=1 ri =
1. The lemma follows from the de nition of H ().
2
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Finally we bound the per-block error.
Lemma 6 Let Lj be the compressed length of block j . Then
!
f
B
1
Lj  B 1 ? f H (R) ? 1 ? f H (Q) + k log2 km :
P
Proof : From Lemmas 4 and 5, we have Lj  LH + ki=1 (I + U ). A scaling factor f
of 1=2 implies that A = B . Asymptotics under this condition give
(
(1=c)
if p  q ? 1=A;
I + U = 1log? (Oc=s
) + O((s + 1)=c) if p > q ? 1=A:
2
The sum Pki=1(I + U ) is maximized when as many symbols as possible have large c
and small s; the sum's largest possible value cannot exceed its value when s = m and
c = B=k for all k symbols, in which case I + U = log2(B=km) + O((m + 1)=c). We
obtain the result by setting m = 1 and summing over the symbols.
2
The proof of the upper bound in Theorem 10 follows from Lemma 6 by summing
over all blocks. (We are neglecting any special e ects of a longer rst block or shorter
last block.) There is much cancellation because H (R) of one block is H (Q) of the next.

Proof of the lower bound

In the following proof of the lower bound of Theorem 10 we append a prime to the
label of each de nition and lemma to show the correspondence with the de nition and
lemmas used in the proof of the upper bound.
De nition 20 A block of length B containing c1; c2; . . . ; ck occurrences of symbols
a1; a2; . . . ; ak , respectively, has the reverse ED property if for each symbol ai and for
all m, 1  m  ci, the symbol occurs for the mth time not before position (m ? 1)B=ci.
Lemma 20 Every distribution of symbol counts has an order with the reverse ED property.
Proof : By Lemma 2 there is always an order with the ED property. Such an order,
when reversed, has the reverse ED property.
2
Lemma 30 If g(x) is monotone decreasing, then
Zc
cX
?1
g(j ) > 0 g(x) dx:
j =0

If g (x) is monotone increasing, then
cX
?1
j =0

g(j ) >

Zc
0

g(x) dx ? g(c) + g(0):
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Proof : Similar to that of Lemma 3.

2

Lemma 40 The code length l for all occurrences of a single symbol in a block in reverse
ED order is greater than IL ? L .
Proof : We show that l > SL  IL ? L. Since IL represents the code length for the
symbol if all occurrences of the symbol come as early as possible in a reverse ED order,
we have l > SL. If p > q, then ? log2 pB (x) is monotone decreasing, so by Lemma 30
we have SL > IL. If p < q, then ? log2 pB (x) is monotone increasing, so by Lemma 30
we have SL > IL + log2 pB (c) ? log2 pB (0) = IL ? L. If p = q, then SL = IL. In all
three cases, we have SL  IL ? L.
2
Lemma 60 Let Lj be the compressed length of block j . Then

!
f
1
Lj  B 1 ? f H (R) ? 1 ? f H (Q) ? k:
Proof : From Lemmas 40 and 5, Lj  LH ? Pki=1 L (i). Asymptotics when f = 1=2 give
L = 1 ? O(c=s), which has maximum value 1, so the sum is at most k.
2
The proof of the lower bound in Theorem 10 follows from Lemma 60 by summing
over all blocks, noting that b = t=B and m = 1.

Non-scaling corollary

By letting B = t, f = n=(t + n), and m = 1 in Lemmas 6 and 60 , we obtain the code
length without scaling:
Corollary 1 When we do not scale at all, the code length LNS satis es:

tH nal + n(H nal ? H0) ? k < LNS < tH nal + n(H nal ? H0) + k log2(t=k):
We can get important insights by contrasting upper bounds in this corollary and
Theorem 10. Scaling will bring about a shorter encoding by tracking the block-byblock entropies rather than matching a single entropy for the entire le, but when we
forgo scaling the overhead is less, proportional to log2 t instead of to t. Scaling will
do worst on a homogeneously distributed le, but even then the overhead will increase
the code length by only about (k=B ) log2(B=k) bits per input symbol, less than 0.1 bit
per symbol for a typical le. We conclude that the bene ts of scaling usually outweigh
the minor ineciencies it sometimes introduces.
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PPMA PPMB PPMC PPMD

pesc
pi

1
t+1
ci
t+1

k
t
ci ?1
t

k
t+k
ci
t+k

k=2
t

ci ?1=2
t

PPMP
PPMX
n1 ? n2 +   
n1
t
t2
t

Table 4.1: PPM escape probabilities (pesc) and symbol probabilities (pi ). The number
of symbols that have occurred j times is denoted by nj .

4.3 Prediction by partial matching
The only way to obtain substantial improvements in compression is to use more sophisticated models. For text les, the increased sophistication invariably takes the
form of conditioning the symbol probabilities on contexts consisting of one or more
symbols of preceding text. (Langdon [38] and Bell, Witten, Cleary, and Mo at [2,3,
4] have proven that both Ziv-Lempel coding [79,80] and the dynamic Markov coding
method of Cormack and Horspool [9] can be reduced to nite context models, despite
super cial indications to the contrary.)
One signi cant diculty with using high-order models is that many contexts do not
occur often enough to provide reliable symbol probability estimates. Cleary and Witten
deal with this problem with a technique called Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM ).
The PPM idea is to maintain contexts of di erent lengths up to a xed maximum order
o. To encode a symbol, we check whether the current order-o context has occurred,
and if so, whether the new symbol has occurred in that context. If it has, we use
arithmetic coding to encode the symbol based on the current symbol counts in the
context. Otherwise, we encode a special escape symbol (whose probability must be
estimated) and repeat the process with progressively shorter contexts until we succeed
in encoding the symbol. (In the shorter contexts we may exclude from consideration
symbols that have already been rejected at longer contexts.) If a symbol has never
occurred in any context, we escape to a special context containing the entire alphabet
(including an end-of- le marker), ensuring that every symbol can be encoded.
The symbols are coded using a multi-symbol arithmetic coder. The probabilities
passed to the coder are based on symbol frequency counts, periodically scaled down
to exploit locality of reference. Cleary and Witten specify two ad hoc methods, called
PPMA and PPMB, for computing the probability of the escape symbol. Mo at [45]
implements the algorithm and proposes a third method, PPMC, for computing the
escape probability: he treats the escape event as a separate symbol; when a symbol
occurs for the rst time he adds 1 to both the escape count and the new symbol's count.
In practice, PPMC compresses better than PPMA and PPMB. PPMP and PPMX
appear in [76]; they are based on the assumption that the appearance of symbols for
the rst time in a le is approximately a Poisson process. In Section 4.3.2 we indicate
a method, called PPMD, that provides improved estimation of the escape probability.
See Table 4.1 for formulas for the probabilities used by the di erent methods.
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4.3.1 Application of scaling analysis to higher order
models

We now extend our scaling analysis to the PPM method. All of the methods for estimating the probability of the escape symbol give approximately the same compression;
PPMB is the most readily analyzed.
In PPMB, in each context the escape event is treated as a separate symbol with its
own weight and probability; the rst occurrence of an ordinary symbol is not counted
and the rst two occurrences are coded as escapes. Treating the escape event as a
normal symbol, we can apply the above results if we make adjustments for the rst
two occurrences of each symbol, since in PPMB the code length is independent of the
order of the symbols.
In the block in which a given symbol occurs for the rst time, we can take the
occurrences to be evenly distributed in the sense of De nition 2, with symbol weights
(numerators) running from 1 to c and occurrence positions (denominators) running
from A + B=c to A + B . If this were coded in the normal way, the code length would be
bounded above by Lemmas 4 and 5. Since the mechanism of PPMB excludes the last
two numerators, c ? 1 and c, and the rst two denominators, A + B=c and A + 2B=c,
the code length from the approximation must be adjusted by adding Ladjustment:
Ladjustment = Lactual ? Lestimated
(c ? 1)c
= log2 (A + B=c
)(A + 2B=c)
!
 1
1
=f
?
1
= 2 log2 c ? 2 log2 A + log2 1 ? c ? log2 1 + c
!
1
=f
?
1
? log2 1 + 2 c
:

We must also adjust the entropy: the actual value of the initial probability q is 0
instead of 1=A, and the actual value of the nal probability r is (c ? 1)=(A + B ) instead
of (c + 1)=(A + B ). For convenience
we use the symbol h to denote the entropy term

f
1
B 1?f H (R) ? 1?f H (Q) . We de ne and compute the adjustment:
hadjustment = hactual ? hestimated

 1

2
= c log2 1 + c ? 1 + 2 log2 c ? log2 A + 2 log2 f + log2 1 ? c2 :
The code length is then given by
Lactual = hactual + (Ladjustment
 ? 2hadjustment
 1
 ) + small terms
= hactual + c log2 1 + c ? 1 + log2 A + 2 log2 f + log2 1 + c
!
!
1
=f
?
1
1
=f
?
1
+ log2 1 + 2 c
+ log2 1 + c
+ small terms:
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The net adjustment is negative when c = 3, the smallest possible value of c, and
increases with c. The largest value occurs when c  A, that is, when the number
of occurrences of a new symbol exceeds the initial weight of all the symbols; in this
unlikely event the net adjustment is positive but less than 2 log2 c ? 3 log2 A.
Now we can extend Theorem 10 to the PPMB model with scaling:
Theorem 11 When we use PPMB with scaling, the code length L is bounded by
1
1
0 0 bX
X @ @X
L<
HX;m + HX;b ? HX;0A + O(kX tX )A :
B
contexts X

m=1

Proof : The proof follows from the discussion above, noting that the maximum adjustment for one symbol ai in one context X is O(log2 cX;i) and that log2 cX;i < cX;i <
tX .
2

This theorem does not readily estimate the code length of a le in a direct way.
However, it does show that the code length of a le coded using a high-order Markov
model with scaling can be expressed using the weighted entropy formulation. In particular, the code length for each context is expressed directly in terms of the weighted
entropies for that context.

4.3.2 PPMD: an improvement to PPMC

The PPM idea gives excellent compression on text les. In this section we present a
slightly improved method for estimating the escape probability, which we call PPMD.
Mo at's PPMC method [45] is widely considered to be the best method of estimating escape probabilities. In PPMC, each symbol's weight in a context is taken to be
number of times it has occurred so far in the context. The escape \event," that is, the
occurrence of a symbol for the rst time in the context, is also treated as a \symbol,"
with its own count. When a letter occurs for the rst time, its weight becomes 1; the
escape count is incremented by 1, so the total weight increases by 2. At all other times
the total weight increases by 1.
Our new method, called PPMD, is similar to PPMC except that it makes the
treatment of new symbols more consistent by adding 1=2 instead of 1 to both the escape
count and the new symbol's count when a new symbol occurs; hence the total weight
always increases by 1. We have compared PPMC and PPMD on the Bell-Cleary-Witten
corpus [4]. Table 4.2 shows that for text les PPMD compresses consistently about 1 
better than PPMC. The compression results for PPMC di er from those reported in
[4] because of implementation di erences; we used versions of PPMC and PPMD that
were identical except for the escape probability calculations. Mo at [43] has applied
the PPMD modi cation to his implementation and reports similar results. PPMD has
the added advantage of making analysis more tractable by making the code length
independent of the appearance order of symbols in the context.
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File
bib
book1
book2
news
paper1
paper2
progc
progl
progp
trans

PPMC PPMD
2.11
2.65
2.37
2.91
2.48
2.45
2.48
1.87
1.82
1.74

2.09
2.63
2.35
2.90
2.46
2.42
2.47
1.85
1.80
1.72

87
Improvement
using
PPMD
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02

Table 4.2: Comparison of PPMC and PPMD on the text les in the Calgary corpus.
Compression gures are in bits per input symbol.

4.4 Fast PPM text compression
In [31] we show that we can obtain signi cantly faster compression with only a small
loss of compression eciency by modifying both the modeling and coding aspects of
PPM. The important idea is to concentrate computer resources where they are needed
for good compression while using simplifying approximations where they cause only
slight degradation of compression performance.
On the modeling side, we eliminate the explicit use of escape symbols, we use
approximate probability estimation, and we simplify the repeated-symbol-exclusion
mechanism. For the coder, we replace the time-consuming arithmetic coding step with
various combinations of quasi-arithmetic coding and simple Rice pre x codes.
We observe that the use of arithmetic coding guarantees good compression but runs
slowly: the multi-symbol version used in PPMC requires two multiplications and two
divisions for each symbol coded, including escape s. We also note that for many text les
the PPM method predicts very well: the most frequent symbol in the longest available
context is usually the one that occurs; this implies that the escape mechanism is not
needed very often. (This is one reason for the observation by Cleary and Witten that
the choice of escape probability makes little di erence in the amount of compression
obtained.) Finally, we recall that arithmetic coding signi cantly outperforms pre x
codes like Hu man coding only when the symbol probabilities are highly skewed.
In the method presented here, we eliminate the escape mechanism altogether. First
we concatenate the symbol lists of the current contexts of various orders, beginning
with the longest. (Of course the concatenation is only conceptual. In practice we simply
search through the context's lists, moving to the next list when one is exhausted and
stopping when we nd the current symbol.) To avoid wasting code space, we exclude
all but the rst occurrence of repeated symbols using the fast exclusion mechanism
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described in Section 4.4.1.
We must identify the current symbol's position within the concatenated list. We
choose one of a number of related methods, our choice depending on the speed and
compression required. The idea is to use binary quasi-arithmetic coding to encode
NOT-FOUND/FOUND decisions for the symbols with highest probability, then if necessary to use a simple pre x code (a Rice code) to encode the symbol's position in the
remainder of the list. For maximum speed, we can eliminate the quasi-arithmetic coding step altogether, while for maximum compression we can eliminate the pre x code,
using only a series of binary decisions to identify each symbol. Using quasi-arithmetic
coding for just the rst symbol in the longest context is a good practical choice, as
is using quasi-arithmetic coding until the FOUND probability falls below a speci ed
threshold.

Rice codes

Because a quasi-arithmetic coder must encode a number of binary decisions, a text
coder that uses quasi-arithmetic coding alone can take about as long as PPMC. By
encoding a number of decisions at once, however, we can speed up the coder. Rice
codes, described in Section 2.3.2, are eminently suitable for encoding a number of
NOT-FOUND decisions followed by a single FOUND decision.
Strictly speaking, Rice codes apply to exponential distributions, but in fact they
will give good compression for almost any decaying probability distribution. If we keep
our symbol lists ordered by frequency count within each context, the concatenated list
used to nd a symbol will be in decreasing probability order, except possibly for bumps
where the context lists are joined, so we can use Rice coding to encode symbol positions
within the concatenated lists. We use the method of Section 2.3.3 for estimating the
value of the Rice coding parameter.

4.4.1 Implementation

In this section we describe an implementation of the Fast PPM text compression
system, explaining the di erences in modeling between our method and the PPMC
method.

Data structure for high order models

We use a multiply-linked list structure similar to the vine pointers of Bell et al. [4]. In
the versions of the Fast PPM system that use Rice coding, we keep the context lists
sorted according to frequency count, while in the version that uses only quasi-arithmetic
coding we do not reorganize the lists at all.
We delay creating new nodes in order to save time and control the number of nodes
present. Every symbol instance appears simultaneously in contexts of all orders from 0
to o, but we do not create nodes for all possible orders. Instead, we create at most
one new node for any symbol instance, just one order higher than the one at which
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the symbol was found. (If it was found at the highest order, we do not create any new
nodes.) This procedure runs somewhat counter to a recommendation of Bell et al. [4,
pages 149{150], but compression does not appear to su er greatly. We also use a lazy
update rule as in [4], updating statistics only for contexts actually searched. In our
implementation we allow the model to grow without bound, never deleting nodes or
restarting the model.

Exclusion mechanism

Our exclusion method is faster than the standard approach of maintaining a bit map
of alphabet symbols, together with a list of currently excluded symbols to reset the
bit map after every symbol. We use a time stamp mechanism, the \clock" being the
position of the current symbol in the le. As we pass each symbol for the rst time while
searching through the concatenated list, we write the current \time" in the symbol's
position in a time stamp array. Then if we encounter the symbol again, we check
whether its time stamp matches the current time; if so, we can exclude it. We must
clear the time stamp array only when the symbol position counter over ows, typically
after about 232  4  109 bytes. When we are using quasi-arithmetic coding for all
coding, this mechanism introduces a small inaccuracy in the FOUND/NOT-FOUND
probabilities: the NOT-FOUND probabilities will be higher than they should be since
they include symbols further down the list that should be excluded. Fortunately the
e ect is minor.

Coding new symbols

At any point in the coding, the concatenated, duplicate-free context list contains exactly k symbols, where k is the number of distinct alphabet symbols seen so far in
the le. If the next symbol has not yet been seen, we encode k NOT-FOUNDs, using
quasi-arithmetic coding k times, a Rice code to encode k, or some combination of the
two. Then instead of using exclusions and an arithmetic or pre x code, we simply
send the bits of the new symbol directly. Doing so greatly simpli es the coding while
expanding the compressed le by only k log2 n ? (log2 n! ? log2(n ? k)!) bits, where n
is the alphabet size. If n = 256 and k = 100, the excess code length is about 4 bytes,
which is insigni cant.
We use a small trick to encode the end of the le without expanding the alphabet:
at end-of- le we indicate \new symbol" as just described; then we output the bits of
the rst symbol that occurred in the le. This symbol is always known (unless the
input le is empty, in which case we simply make the coded le empty), and will never
again be encoded as a new symbol.

Use of Rice coding

The use of Rice codes to encode the symbol positions is straightforward. The only
complication is the diculty of interleaving the quasi-arithmetic code output and the
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Compressed size
Encoding throughput
Fast PPM
Fast PPM
PPMC
compress
QA QA/Rice
QA QA/Rice PPMC compress
bib 2.19 2.32 2.12 3.35
23.2 29.0 16.4 111.3
book1 2.51 2.58 2.52 3.46
23.2 30.1 18.5 108.3
book2 2.29 2.41 2.28 3.28
23.5 30.6 18.1 111.1
news 2.78 2.94 2.77 3.86
16.9 23.5 12.6
99.2
paper1 2.62 2.83 2.48 3.77
17.8 24.7 13.6 106.3
paper2 2.51 2.67 2.46 3.52
21.1 26.5 15.2 102.7
progc 2.68 2.92 2.49 3.87
16.9 23.6 12.4
99.0
progl 1.99 2.16 1.87 3.03
24.8 31.7 18.4 119.4
progp 1.96 2.17 1.82 3.11
22.0 31.1 16.5
98.8
trans 1.88 2.09 1.75 3.27
23.7 32.1 18.0 117.1
Table 4.3: Compression and encoding throughput on the ten text les in the Calgary
corpus. Compressed sizes are expressed in bits per input symbol. Encoding throughput
is expressed in thousands of uncompressed bytes per second.
pre x code output. The bits (or bytes) must be output by the encoder in the order
that the decoder will read them. We sidestep the resulting bu ering problem by simply
using two separate output les.

4.4.2 Experimental Results

We compare the Fast PPM method with PPMC and with the Unix compress program;
the results appear in Table 3.6. We show results for two versions of Fast PPM: one
that uses quasi-arithmetic coding for all binary decisions (QA) and one that uses quasiarithmetic coding for one decision in each context, then uses Rice coding if necessary
to encode the symbol's position in the remainder of the concatenated context list
(QA/Rice). For quasi-arithmetic coding use we N = 32 and an order-3 coder; the time
needed to precompute the tables is not included, since the tables can be compiled into
the coder. The PPMC implementation also uses exclusions and an order 3 model. The
test data consists of the 10 text les of the Calgary corpus.
We see that Fast PPM outcompresses the compress program on all text les. Fast
PPM with quasi-arithmetic coding gives compression performance comparable to that
of PPMC, especially for larger les.
We show timing results for encoding on a Sun SPARCstation 1GX; decoding times
are similar for the PPM methods. We see that Fast PPM, even using quasi-arithmetic
coding alone, is always faster than PPMC; the version that uses some Rice coding is
nearly twice as fast as PPMC.

a
5

CONTRIBUTIONS

T

he contributions of this work are in three areas: statistical coding, modeling
for lossless image compression, and modeling for text compression. The modeling
and coding ideas in this thesis can be combined to build compression systems either
with state-of-the-art compression eciency or with very high throughput; compression
eciency is only slightly reduced in the latter case. We prove bounds on compression
eciency for a number of important coding methods, as well as presenting practical
algorithms that we have implemented.
In the coding area, we have given the rst detailed analysis of arithmetic coding.
We prove that the compression loss due to coding e ects is negligible. We also precisely
characterize the code length in a dynamic modeling scenario, incorporating periodic
frequency count scaling by way of an elegant new concept called weighted entropy. Our
analysis extends to high-order models for text compression.
Since arithmetic coding provides nearly optimal compression but tends to run
slowly, we are motivated to improve the speed. We describe quasi-arithmetic coding, a successful variant of arithmetic coding that retains most of the high compression
eciency of arithmetic coding while running signi cantly faster. Quasi-arithmetic coding forms a bridge between the mostly continuous world of arithmetic coding and the
discrete world of Hu man coding and other pre x codes. We motivate and develop the
design of quasi-arithmetic coding, proving bounds on its loss of compression eciency.
Often the high compression eciency of arithmetic coding is not required; in such
cases we can use the simpler pre x codes for more speed. Golomb and Rice codes form
two families of especially simple pre x codes. Both are easy to implement and run very
fast. Each family is characterized by a single parameter. We provide a new algorithm
for dynamically estimating the value of the parameter; our algorithm gives provably
negligible loss of compression eciency for a stationary source.
We also investigate parallel coding, and give an algorithm for parallel Hu man
coding; we give a bound on its running time. We extend this algorithm to parallel
quasi-arithmetic coding.
In the area of lossless image compression, we develop a new four-component paradigm, involving pixel sequence, prediction, error modeling, and coding. The explicit
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recognition of an error modeling component, distinct from coding, appears to be new.
We investigate experimentally the long-held assumption that prediction errors are
Laplace-distributed, and we nd that often it does not hold. We model the prediction
errors more accurately by generalizing the Laplace distribution, and by indirectly estimating the parameters of the generalized distribution by a new technique called the
variability index technique.
We present and implement two methods for high-eciency lossless image compression, a raster-scan method called Prediction by Partial Precision Matching
(PPPM ) and the Multi-Level Progressive (MLP ) method, a progressive hierarchical
method. Both methods give state-of-the-art compression eciency by using careful
prediction and error modeling techniques in conjunction with arithmetic coding.
We also present a new faster lossless image compression method called FELICS,
for Fast, Ecient, Lossless Image Compression System. In FELICS we combine the
prediction and error modeling steps to directly provide a simple model to the coder;
the coder uses simple pre x codes matched to the model, giving exceptional speed. We
lose surprisingly little compression eciency by using such simple models.
Finally, in the area of text compression, we make some signi cant enhancements to
the Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM) method of Cleary and Witten, recognized
as giving the best compression of text compression methods in the literature. We give
a small improvement on Mo at's PPMC implementation, consistently obtaining about
one percent more compression. We also present a di erent implementation strategy,
designed for maximum speed. By eliminating some unimportant details, using Rice
codes (with our parameter estimation technique) instead of arithmetic codes when the
precision of arithmetic coding is not needed, and replacing arithmetic coding by quasiarithmetic coding when we do need the precision, we obtain approximately the same
compression as PPMC with nearly twice the speed.

a
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